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ABSTRACT
The absorption spectra associated with transitions to the 
lowest-energy s-type Rydberg states of ClljX and CD3X, X = Cl, Br 
and 1, have been measured and analyzed. The spectra of the bromides 
and iodides consist, individually, of four electronic origins of 
s-excitation type. The vibrational frequency of a given normal mode 
is more or less identical in all four excited states of any one 
molecule; and the excited state/ground state ratios of the frequencies 
of any given normal vibrational mode are essentially identical for all 
four molecules (i.e., for 16 excited states, four for each of two 
bromides and two iodides). The spectra of the chlorides are amenable 
to a number of different vibronic analyses, none of them unique; these 
analyses are discussed. The exchange and spin-orbit coupling parame­
ters in the (p^,ns) and (p,ns) configurations of various atoms and in 
3
the ( t t  ,na) configuration of various monohalides are discussed in 
terms of the energy separations of the lowest-energy s-type Rydberg 
states of these systems.
xi
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
1
INTRODUCTION
The far or vacuum ultraviolet region of absorption spectroscopy is 
generally understood to extend from 2000 to 100q£. With the recent 
development of the vacuum ultraviolet, scanning monochromator, it is 
now possible to produce highly resolved, far ultraviolet absorption 
spectra of gaseous atoms and molecules rather routinely. Similarly, 
recent advances of electronic technology have reduced many of the ex­
perimental difficulties associated with the areas of photoelectron 
spectroscopy, ESCA and energy-loss spectroscopy.
The increased ease of operation and the interpretational inter­
dependence of the information provided by these high-energy spectro­
scopic techniques has produced a renewed interest in the study of 
Rydberg type transitions. In an atom, Rydberg transitions generally 
involve the promotion of an electron from one energy level of principal 
quantum number n, to another level of higher principal quantum number. 
An analogous interpretation is used in the case of molecules, but mo­
lecular orbitals are considered to be the originating and terminating 
orbitals of the Rydberg electronic transition. The Rydberg transitions 
generally involve transition energies which are comparable to that of 
far ultraviolet radiation and thus occur in this region of the spec­
trum.*""'’
In these laboratories, where excited electronic states have been
studied for many years, investigations of molecular Rydberg states have
6_ q
developed gradually. The physical and chemical characteristics of 
the hydrides and lower alkyl derivatives of the elements of
Group VA, VIA and VIIA have made this group of molecules suitable 
for this investigation. Since many of these molecules are gaseous 
or have high vapor pressures, are readily available in pure forms 
and are easy to handle, they readily lend themselves to spectro­
scopic study. In addition, the highest-energy, filled molecular 
orbital has an appreciable nonbonding nature and is strongly local­
ized on the Group VA, VIA or VIIA atom. The lone pair of nonbonding 
electrons is relatively unaffected by the substituent and gives rise 
to atomic-like Rydberg transitions which are relatively sharp.
In Chapter II, an analysis of the vibronic structure associated 
with the lowest-energy s-type Rydberg transitions in CH^X and CD^X,
X = Cl, Br and I, is presented. A novel approach to the vibronic 
analysis of Rydberg band systems was developed and applied; the 
technique exploits the isotopic variations of the vibrational 
frequencies within the related group of molecules.
In Chapter III, a discussion is given of the energy separations 
of the levels which arise from this s-type Rydberg excitation in 
terms of pertinent spin-orbit and exchange interactions parameters. 
The methyl halide data of Chapter II is used together with the 
available data for the hydrogen halides, cyanogen halides and some 
normal alkyl halides. Similar studies of the rare gases Indicate 
an "isochromophoric" relation of the rare gases and the hydrogen 
halides and, via them, the other simple monohalides. For this 
reason, the exchange and spin-orbit interaction parameters were
estimated from the lowest s-type Rydberg levels of the rare gases 
and other related atomic species. The results obtained for these 
atomic and molecular systems offer a deeper insight into the nature 
of atomic and molecular Rydberg states.
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CHAPTER II
THE LOWEST-ENERGY RYDBERG TRANSITIONS OF s-TYPE 
IN CH3X AND CD3X, X = Cl, Br AND I
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INTRODUCTION
The lowest-energy, Intense, discrete absorption systems in the 
UV spectra of methyl halides occur at X ^ 1650$, 1850$ and 2050$ in 
methyl chloride, bromide and iodide, respectively. Mulliken and 
Teller have shown* that these structured band systems are associated 
with the configurational excitations (in C^v notation)
e4 ; Ax -* (e3; E^,,) a ^  T .....a
e4 ; A^ -» (e3; Ejy2) T  b
where the highest-energy occupied e-MO is supposed to be a "nearly 
pure" valence shell, halogenic p-AO; and where the virtual a^-MO 
is supposed to consist mainly of the lowest-energy, unoccupied 
s-AO of the halogen atom*
The first of these excited configurations gives rise to two 
close-lying E states; these states are labelled 1 and 2 in order 
of increasing energy. The second excited configuration produces 
three states: A^, k^ and E. The A^ and A2 states are nearly 
degenerate and are jointly denoted as state 3; the E state is
expected to lie at slightly higher energies than the A^ or Ag
states and is labelled as state 4* The relative separations of 
states 1, 2, 3 and 4 are a function of the degree of spin-orbit 
interaction as is shown schematically in Figure 1.
The electronic transitions from the A^ ground state into all 
states 1, ***, 4 are formally electric-dipole allowed* However, 
because of the Rydberg character of the excited a^-MO and the strong
3
Figure 1. Energy levels of the (e ,a^) configuration of a mole­
cule in the weak and strong spin-orbit coupling limits. 
The symbol 'V' is a simple state identification index 
which is used extensively in the text* The two levels 
and A2 are presumed to remain degenerate in either limit 
and are both included under the single index a = 3.
Irreducible representation symbols are those of the dou-
•k
ble group C3v
WEAK  
, SOC 
E ----------
3 E
e3af
CONFIGURATION
STRONG 
SOC IONIC
CORE , 
-E--------j  -Efc,
,A 1 =
A2
E ----------------   ~ E 3.
E -----
\
e3a, e3
CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION
C O U P L I N G  (SOC)
localization of both the e- and a^-MO's on the halide atom, the 
C^v field of the methyl group produces only a minor perturbation; 
as a result, the states deriving from the excitations a and b may
•jjf
be treated within a primitive axial symmetry. In the C group, 
the designations of states 1, 2, 3 and 4 become Eg, E^, (A^, Ag) 
and E^, respectively, and only the transitions to the E^ states 
(i.e., states 2 and 4) remain strongly dipole allowed. The tran­
sitions to states 1 and 3 are space and/or spin symmetry forbidden 
as long as configuration interaction is limited to within the
manifold of states which arise from the excitations a and b. The
2
expected intensity pattern is readily observable in the lowest- 
energy s-type Rydberg transitions of BCl, HBr and HI and the 
"memory" of this parentage might be expected to produce a
similar intensity pattern in the methyl halides as well as other 
simple halides. Indeed, the first s-type Rydberg band systems in
q
a large number of monohalides permit a coarse interpretation*’in 
terms of two strong origins, presumably those of states 2 and 4.
However, a vibrational analysis of the first discrete band 
system of CH^I can not account for the weak absorption system at 
2000& (Figure 2). Henrici and Grieneisen have studied^ the tem­
perature and pressure dependence of the absorption spectrum of 
methyl iodide in this region (the 1960-214o£ region, photographically, 
at high resolution) and have assigned the weak band system at 2000&, 
as well as some other low-intensity bands, as vibronic features
associated with a weak, quasi-forbidden, lower-energy transition
4
of CH^I. The vibrationless electronic origin band was supposed
Figure 2. The absorption spectrum of CH^I vapor, ~90p, pressure.
Those bands which are assigned to excitations to states 
1 and 3 are denoted by vertical pips; their assignments 
are given in the superposed "calculated" spectra. In 
the calculated spectra, overtones of a given mode are 
denoted by vertical lines of identical height. Table I 
should be consulted for the identifications of the var­
ious transitions schematized in the superposed calcu­
lated spectra. Origin bands are denoted by (a) where 
a = 1, 2, 3 or 4.
O P T I C A L  D E N S I T Y
Ul
U1
>0
cn
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to occur at 2032iS, a region in which the absorption intensity is at 
least 5000 times weaker than that of the vibrationless transition 
to state 2 at 2012fi. The intensities of all absorption features 
which were thought to be associable with this weak transition were 
found to decrease rapidly with increasing temperature. Hence,
Henrici also considered an alternative possibility: Namely, that
those weak bands might be attributable to some variety of "double" 
CH^I molecules or, perhaps, even to higher polymers of CH^I. However, 
he finally chose to assign them to a transition to a new, quasi­
forbidden, excited state of monomeric CH^I. Nevertheless, in their 
subsequent analyses, of the absorption spectrum of CH^I, both Price’’ 
and Mulliken and Teller* appear to prefer the "double-molecule" 
interpretation which was advanced by and, apparently, rejected by 
Henrici and Grieneisen.
It will be shown that band systems of other methyl halides 
analogous to those found by Henrici and Grieneisen in the case of 
CH^I also occur and that they may be assigned as vibronic bands as­
sociated with the electronic transition from the ground state to 
state 1 of Figure 1. In the case of a number of methyl halides, 
other weak band systems are found to occur at higher energies; 
these systems generally intrude on the intense bands associated with 
the transition to state 4 and are consistently interpretable as vi­
bronic features of the forbidden transition to state 3 of Figure 1. 
The consistency of these assignments obviates any ad hoc interpre­
tation in terms of "double-molecule" systems.
Preliminary analysis of CH^I, CD^I, CH^Br and CD^Br indicated 
that a given normal mode has more or less the same frequency in all
14
states 1, 2, 3 and 4 of any one molecule. The same analysis also 
leads to the conclusion that the ratio of the excited state to the 
ground state frequency of a given normal vibration Is essentially 
identical In all four molecules. This observation constitutes an 
important assignment device because the frequencies of the six 
normal modes and their percentile decrements vary to an extent which, 
in most cases, leads to quite unambiguous recognition of the excited 
state fundamentals, overtones and combinations. Indeed, this assign­
ment device has proven quite invaluable in the attempted vibronic. 
assignments for the spectra associated with the transitions to 
states 1 and 3 of all halides as well as those to states 2 and 4 of 
CH3C1 and CD3C1.
EXPERIMENTAL
All pure samples were degassed prior to use by a repetitive 
freeze-evacuate-thaw cycle. Sources were: CD^I (Diaprep) ; CH^I 
(J. T. Baker); CD^Br (Merck, Sharpe and Dohme of Canada); CH^Br 
(Matheson); CD^Cl (Merck, Sharpe and Dohme of Canada); and GH^Cl 
(Matheson). In view of the photosensitivity of the iodides, these 
were purified by chromatography on an activated alumina column 
prior to degassing.
The spectra were obtained on a McPherson 225 lm VUV spectrometer. 
The grating was blazed at 150o£ and contained 1200 lines/mm. The 
reciprocal linear dispersion was 8.3X/nm. The light source was a 
Hinteregger hydrogen discharge lamp. The lamp was equipped with a 
cam operated sliding plunger allowing wlndowless operation.
Monochromator slit widths varied from 40 to 70p. and corresponded 
to a band pass of 0.6 to l.l£.
All spectra were obtained under continuous sample flow conditions. 
Following degassing, the bulk sample container of chlorides or 
bromines was completely submerged in a dry ice-acetone bath (-77°C), 
and the vapor pressure in the absorption cell was controlled by 
metering valves.
The 10cm stainless steel sample cell was equipped with 2mm 
thick LiF windows and its temperature could be controlled to ± 2°C in 
order to obtain hot-band data. Unless otherwise stated, all spectra 
shown were obtained from samples at room temperature.
The spectra obtained in this work are shown in Figures 2-10.
Figure 3 The absorption spectrum of CD^I vapor: (a), ~ 22|x;
(b), ~  170^ pressure. See caption to Figure 2 and 
consult Table II for further details.
O P T I C A L  D E N S I T Y
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Figure 4. Details of the origin (2) of CD^I at various temperatures 
and pressures: (a), 300°K and ~18p>; (b), 430°K and ~34|j.;
(c), 370°K and ~200p,; (d), 405°K and ~190ji pressure. See 
Table II for analysis. A number of bands are
identified in order to facilitate comparison of Figures 3 
and 4 and Table II; the notation is abbreviated to (2;j^) 
and the index m (or n) is ommitted whenever m (or n) 
equals zero.
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Figure 5. The absorption spectrum of CH^Br vapor at various
pressures: (a), ~90|i; (b), ~165M>; (c), ~300p,;
(d), ~2mm pressure. See caption to Figure 2 and con-
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suit Table III for further details. The (4;2q) and
1 1  2 1 1  (3;2q,5q) bands, abbreviated to 2 and 2 ,5 , respec­
tively, are labelled in both Figures 5 and 6 in order 
to facilitate comparison of the two spectra.
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Figure 6. The absorption spectrum of GH^Br vapor at shorter wave­
lengths: (a), M).5mm; (b), ~1.5mm; (c), 5nm pressure.
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Consult Table III for further details. The (4;2q) and 
1 1(3;2q,5q) bands are labelled as in Figure 5 in order to 
facilitate comparison of the two spectra of Figures 5 
and 6.
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Figure 7. The absorption spectrum of CD^Br vapor: (a), ~27[i»
( b ) ,  ~105m>; ( c ) ,  HL30ji; ( d ) ,  380°K and ~lmm pressure.
See caption to Figure 2 and consult Table IV for further
details. The (3;4q), (4;2q) and (4;1q) bands, abbrevi- 
1 2  1ated to 4 , 2 and 1 , respectively, are labelled in 
both Figures 7 and 8 in order to facilitate comparison 
of the two spectra.
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Figure 8 The absorption spectrum of CD^Br vapor at shorter wave­
lengths: (a), ~0.5mm; (b), ~1.3ram; (c), ~5.5mm; (d), ~14mm
pressure. Consult Table IV for further details. The
1 2  1 
(3;4q), (4»2q) and (4;1q) bands are labelled as in Figure
7 in order to facilitate comparison of the two spectra of
Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 9. The absorption spectrum of CH^Cl vapor: (a), ~330^;
(b), ~700fij (c), ~2mm pressure. Band maxima, as well 
as inferred band locations, are designated by vertical 
pips and are numbered consecutively in the manner of 
Table IX. Table IX should be consulted for further 
details. The calculated spectra of Table IX are super­
posed on the observed spectra. Overtones of a given 
mode are denoted by vertical lines of identical height 
in the superposed calculated spectra.
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Figure 10. The absorption spectrum of CD^Cl vapor, ~300|j, pressure.
Band maxima, as well as inferred band locations, are 
designated by vertical pips and are numbered consecu­
tively in the manner of Table X. Table X should be 
consulted for further details. The calculated spectra 
of Table X are superposed on the observed spectra. 
Overtones of a given mode are denoted by vertical lines 
of identical height in the superposed calculated 
spectra.
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PROCEDURES
NOTATION: The frequency of the origin band (i.e., the 0,0 band) 
produced by the transition from the ground state to the excited 
state », where a = 1, 2, 3 or 4, will be denoted by v^. Similarly, 
v" and v' , j = 1, 2,...,6, will denote the fundamental frequency
j ®>J
of the 1-th normal vibration in the ground state and tr-th- excited
state, respectively. Neglecting possible anharmonicity of the normal
vibrations, the frequency v of a vibronic band of the cy-th band
system may be written 
6
v = v + 2 (v!v' - vVvV) ....
Qf 3=1 3 3 y
where vj = 0,1,2 and v” = 0,1,2,.... are the number of quanta
of the 1-th normal vibration excited in the <yth excited state and
ground state, respectively. Such a band, as also its frequency,
® P 8will be symbolized as (a»jn,kq,£t,....) where j, k, i = 1,2,...,6 
denote the normal mode; the superscripts m, p, s,... give the 
values of vj, v^, v^,... , respectively; and the subscripts n, q, 
t,... give the values of v'y v£, v'j,... , respectively. Terms such 
as j™ appear in this symbol only if at least one of the indices 
m = vj and n = vj' has a non-zero value. The vibrational part of the 
band frequency, that is the quantity Av = v - v , will be referred to 
as A(a;Jn,k^ ,jgj.,....).
The ratios R(3)moi a atul R(j)» that are used later, are defined 
by the equations
R( 1} = v * / v"
VJ,'mol,a mol,o,j mol,j
R(J) = mSl aJ,4 W<J>mol,a R< J W , a 1 mol a=2,4
where j labels a given normal vibrational mode; the subscript "mol" 
Is a molecule Index representing one of CH^I, CD^I, CH^Br and GD^Br; 
and w(j)moi a = 1 except for those a which were excluded
from the evaluation of R(j) and for which w(j)moi Q = 0*
TACTICS: The transitions to states 2 and 4 are strongly-allowed and
dominate the spectra. Moreover, the separation between the origin 
bands 2 and 4 decrease in the sequence methyl iodide -* bromide -* 
chloride. In the case of the methyl chlorides, the resulting over­
lap of the band systems 2 and 4 is so extensive that unambiguous
assignments are not easily made.
For these reasons, the analysis of the methyl halide spectra 
was carried on in three steps. First, during the analysis of the 
iodides and bromides, it was assumed that only the intense band 
systems 2 and 4 were present. Apart from the assignment of a large 
number of bands, the crucial result of this first step was finding 
that the ratios a are highly independent of the indices mol
and a. In the second step, the possible presence of bands associ­
ated with transitions to states 1 and 3 of the methyl iodides and 
bromides was considered. By means of the ratios R(j), many weak 
structures were assigned, and the probable positions of origins 1
and 3 were estimated. Finally, the ratios R(j) were used to analyze
the spectra of CH^Cl and CD^Cl.
PRECISION: The observed band frequencies (a;J™,k£.... ) and their
Lft 4
vibrational components ACajj™,^, • •..) are given In Tables I-IV, IX 
and X* The half-band width (hbv) is used to specify the accuracy of 
band-maxima measurements. Many of the hbw estimates are quite sub­
jective; this subjectivity is particularly evident when weak bands, 
which overlap adjacent, intense bands and are observed only as a 
shoulder or are inferred from an asymmetry of the intense band, are
analyzed. The same comment applies to the precision of the quanti- 
m n
ties A(a;jn,k^,....) which are denoted by Avq in the Tables. The 
precision of all observed frequencies is, in general, highest in 
the methyl iodides and is, in every instance, least in the methyl 
chlorides*
TRANSITIONS TO STATES 2 AND 4 OF
CH3I, CD3I, CH3Br AND CD3Br
The observed frequencies of those bands which were assigned to 
band systems 2 and 4 of the methyl iodides and bromides are given 
in Tables I-IV together with their assignments and vibrational 
frequencies Avq.
The first analysis attempted was that of CH3I. It was found 
that the observed fundamental frequencies of a given normal vibration 
have essentially identical values in both of the states 2 and 4 
(i.e., v' , = v! ). It was also found that v' and v' are
appreciably smaller than the ground state frequencies v^' : The
frequency reduction ranges from 6% (for the vibration) to 14%
(for the vibration). Similar conclusions were obtained from
analysis of the spectra of CD3I, CH3Br and CD3Br.
In addition, comparison of the ratios a revealed that,
for any fixed normal vibration j, these ratios were essentially
identical for all four molecules and, indeed, for both a = 2 and 4.
In order to investigate the extent to which this observation holds,
the average ratios R(j), defined by Eq. 3, were evaluated and
used to compute estimates j *= R(j) j excited
state fundamental frequencies. The values of v" , , and v*
mol,j mol,a,j
which were used for the evaluation of R(j) are collected in Tables 
V and VI, respectively. Table VI also presents the values of R(j). 
Those frequencies ^ j which were most uncertain were excluded
TABLE I
VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST RYDBERG BAND SYSTEM OF METHYL IODIDE3
X I v(hbw) a >
o V J v 2 v 3 -4 v 5
V «
v 2
v"
3 Avc
2031.7 0. 1 49 220(30) 1 -10 assigned^
31.3 0 230 I 0 "fitted”J
18.1 3. 0 550(30) 2 -160 0 1 0 0 0 c 1 0 -170
11.6 500 710(30) 2 0
04.7 885 1 655 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0
03.2 920 690 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
01.4 44 965(125) 1 735 0 0 0 0 0 : 0 0 820
00.0 . 50 000 i 770 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0
1994.6
♦
135 425 0 0 lb 0 0 0 0 0
92.3 10 195(40) 2 485 0 0 1° 0 0 0 0 0 490
89.6 0. 2 260(30) 2 550 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 545
86.4 11 340 630 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
83.6 415 705 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
80.9 480 770 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
78.4 48 545(180)
c
835 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 820
76.1 605 895 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
74.4 650 940 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
72.2 1' 705 995 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
68.5 323 800(30) 2 1090 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 1080
63.1 6. 5 940(130) 2 1230 0 0 0 0 1 ) 0 0 1285
61.1 1 990 1280 0 0 0 0 I 3 0 0
59.6 51 030 1 1320 0 0 0 0 i 3 0 0
56.4 8. 5 115(75) 1885 0 1 0 0 0 L 0 0 1900
49.4 5. 2 300(80) 2 1590 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1640
36.4 11 640(130) 2 1930 0 1 0 0 0 L 0 0 1900
27.1 42 890(35) 2 2180 0 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 2160
16.9 3. 0 52 170 I 2940 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0
15.6 * 205(55) \ 2975 0 0 0 * 0 3 0 0 2875
10.6 28 340(125) 2 2630 1 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 2665
01.3 3. 0 595(50) 2 2885 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 2875
1887.6 2. 0 975(35) 2 3265 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 3240
73.5 3. 0 53 375(85) r.2 3665 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3745
-1250 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1250
63.9 1. 0 650(60) 2 3940 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 0 3955
50.5 0 54 040 3 0 "fitted
1
9 unobserved
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TABLE I (cont.)
\ I v(hbw) a Avo v2 V3 v4 V5 < v2 v"3 Avc
1848.5 1.0 54 100(40) 4 -525 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -535
37.9 ♦ 410 4 -215 0 1 0 0 0 0 lb 0
36.6 25 450(30) 4 -175 0 1 0 0 0 0 ic 0 -170
34.3 * 515 4 -110 0 1 0 0 0 0 ld 0
30.7 540 625(35) 4 0
23.5 30 840(120) 3 800 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 820
20.2 1.5 940(30) 4 315 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 320
17.6 ♦ 55 020(40) 4 395 0 0 lb 0 0 0 0 0
15.1 54 095(50) 4 470 0 0 lc 0 0 0 0 0 490
12.6 * 170(40) 4 545 0 0 ld 0 0 0 0 0
03.5 4.0 450(50) 4 825 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 820
02.0 ♦ 495(40) 4 870 0 0 2b 0 0 0 0 0
00.8 5.0 530(30) 4 905 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 910
1799.5 * 570(45) 4 945 0 0 2C 0 0 0 0 0 980
95.2 310 705(35) 4 1080 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1080
88.2 26 920(150) i"4 1295 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1285)13 1880 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1900/
81.6 ♦ 56 130(40) 4 1505 0 1 lb 0 0 0 0 0
79.5 12 195(65) 4 1570 0 1 lc 0 0 0 0 0 1570
77.5 * 260(40) 4 1635 0 1 id 0 0 0 0 0
75.2 2.0 330(45) 3 2290 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2365
66.7 1.0 605(50) 4 1980 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1990
61.2 72 780(40) 4 2155 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2160
53.7 18 57 020(115) f4 2395 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2365")
i 3 2980 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2875 >1.3 2980 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2980J
45.2 39 300(50) 4 2675 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2665
40.6 11 450(60) 4 2825 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2875
31.0 1.3 770(50) 4 3145 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3155
28.4 6.5 855(50) 4 3230 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3240
23.7 7.8 58 015(45)e associated with the np->(n+l)p
14.7 7.8 320(60) 4 3695 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3745
09.7 7.1 490(60)e associated with the np-*(n+l)p
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TABLE I (cont.)
a The observed energy is cited in wavelength (\, Angstrom units) and
frequency (v, cm *). Half-band widths (hbw) are cited for each
feature; the hbw's serve as the only relevant measure of uncertainty
since the resolution of any one spectrum is limited by molecule and
not by instrumental factors. The intensity I is cited on a scale
which is arbitrarily set at 500 for origin (2). The excited
electronic state is identified by the index al the vibrational
excitations accompanying the electronic excitation to state a are
identified by the associated number of quanta vj of vibrational
mode j in the or~~ excited state and quanta v^ of vibrational mode j
in the ground state. The quantity Avq (in cm is the energy
separation of an observed spectroscopic feature from the origin (a)
with which it is associated. The quantity Av (in cm *) is cal-c
culated by means described in the text and should be compared with 
Avq. The manner in which "fitted" origins are computed is given in 
the text; if an origin is present in the spectrum, the energy of 
the "fitted" and observed origins should correspond.
k P Branch
c Q Branch
^ R Branch
These bands are associated with the configurational excitation 
^ 3
(e ) -♦ (e ,e‘), where e’ is the lowest-energy Rydberg orbital and 
is supposedly analogous to the lowest-energy virtual p-AO of iodine.
TABLE II
VIBRATIOKAL ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST RYDBERG BAND SYSTEM OF METHYL IODIDE-d.
X 1 v(hbw) a Avo v2 '3 v4 vc v"2 v"3 AVc
2050.1 0.3 48 780(45) -1035 0 1 0 0 0 c> 2 0 -1080
46.7 1.7 860(30) > -955 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -950
28.0 0.6 49 310(45) 2 -505 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -500
f  1 -15 assigned [
27.4 0 325 L 0 "fitted
11.5 19 715(40) 2 -100 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 -130
07.4 500 815(30) 2 0
03.0 26 925(60) 1 600 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 615
1991.8 0.3 50 205(25) > 390 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 325'
U L 880 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 940,
88.3 1.9 295(30) 2 480 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 455
86.2 345 530 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
84.8 385 570 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
83.5 415 600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
82.3 17 445(140) I 630 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 615
81.3 470 655 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
80.0 i 505 i 690 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
78.7 4.7 540(35) 2 725 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 690
74.4 183 650(35) 2 835 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 820
69.8 12 765(75) f2 950 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 940'
II 1440 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1435.
60.9 1.4 995(80) 2 1180 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1230
55.9 1.7 51 125(30) rI 1800 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1845'
I2 1310 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1275.
50.8 4.4 260(130) 2 1445 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1435
49.1 * 305 * 1490 0 i 0 0 0 t 0 0
46.9 1.1 365(30) 2 1550 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1510
42.6 36 475(40) 2 1660 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1640
37.6 3.3 610(65) r2 1795 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1760
1 2285 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2160
I1 2285 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2255
33.9 0.6 710(30) 2 1895 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1805
30.7 12 795(35) 2 1980 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1935
26.3 0.6 915(30) 2 2100 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2095
24.6 0.6 960(30) 1 2635 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 2665
}
TABLE XI (cont.)
X I v(hbw) a Av0 Vi v2 v'3 V4 V5 v6 v2 v"3 Avc
1922.6 1.4 52 015(50) 2 2200 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2160
11.9 3.3 305(35) 2 2490 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2460
06.8 0.6 445(70) 2 2630 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2580
01.0 3.9 605(45) 2 2790 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2755
1893.1 0.6 - 825(50) 2 3010 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2980
72.7 0.8 53 400(50) 2 3585 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3575
59.6 ♦ 775 -965 0 0 0 0 0 0 ♦ 0
59.0 3.3 790(80) 4 -950 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -950
58.5
(48.1
\47.4
*
0
0.3
805 
54 110 
130(50)
*
3
3
-935
0
20
0 0 0 
"fitted"'! 
assigned J
0 0 0 * 0
31.1 13 610(60) 4 -130 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 -130
27.3 ♦ 725 ♦ -15 t ♦ ♦ ! I ♦ ♦ ♦
26.9 548 740(75) 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26.4 * 755 * 15 * * * * * t * *
26.9 740(75) 3 630 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 615
20.1 1.1 940(50) 3 830 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 820
16.9 2.2 55 040(85) 3 930 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 940
12.3 1.1 180(40) 3 1070 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1070
11.2 4.4 210(55) 4 470 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 455
05.7 11 380(50) 4 640 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 615
00.4 ♦ 545 ♦ 805 0 ♦ 0 0 0 0 0 0
1799.9 269 560(80) 4 820 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 820
99.6 * 570 * 830 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0
95.3 11 700(80) 4 960 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 940
90.6 1.9 845(60) 3 1735 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1760
86.7 1.1 970(40) 3 1860 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1845
85.3 1.1 56 015(40) 4 1275 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1275
78.4 3.6 230(70) 4 1490 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1435
74.4 58 355(80) 4 1615 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1640
73.7 * 380 * 1640 0 t 0 0 0 0 0 0
69.7 5.3 505(80) 4 1765 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1760
63.6 ♦ 700 1960 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
63.3 19 710(80) 4 1970 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1935
62.7 * 730 * 1990 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TABLE II (cont.)
X I v(hbw) a Av0 V1 v2 v'3 V4 v1 v" 6 2 v"3 Avc
1759.1 4.7 56 845 4■ 2105 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
57.1 * 910(80) * 2170 0 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 2160
53.3 0.6 57 035(65) 4 2310 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2255
49.1 9.4 170(80) 4 2430 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2460
48.0 * 210 * 2470 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0
44.4 0.8' 325(80) 4 2585 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2580
39.8 6.9 480(85) 4 2740 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2755
38.6 * 520 * 2780 * * 0 0 0 0 0 0
33.2 2.5 695(110) 4 2955 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2980
24.0' 1.4 58 005(70) 4 3265 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3280
21.8 2.8 080(50)e associated with np-*(n+l)p Rydberg
15.6 1.4 290(70) 4 3550 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3575
11.0 1.4 445(70)® associated with np-*(n+l)p Rydberg
08.1 1.7 545(45)® associated with np-*(n+l)p Rydberg
a,e See corresponding footnotes to Table I.
TABLE IXX
VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST RYDBERG BAND SYSTEM OF METHYL BROMIDE8
X v(hbw) O' Avo V2 v3 v4 v5 ’ i V2 V6 Avc
1830.1 54 640(70) 1 -905 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -950
27.0 735(105) 2 -1295 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1305
00.3 55 545 1 C "fitted11.> see text
1784.8 56 030(120) 2 0
67.1 590(150) 2 560 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 560
58.4 870(250) (2 840 0 0 0 0 N) 1 0 0 885)
U 1325 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1290J
49.2 57 170(130) 2 1140 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1130
44.0 340(200) 2 1310 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1290
34.0 670(115) 2 1640 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1690
24.0 58 005(235) f2 1975 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2015)U 2460 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2420 )
15.1 305 3 0 "fitted"; see text
13.9 345(200) f2 2315 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2260)U 2800 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2870 J
03.2 715(190) 2 2685 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2665
1690.2 59 165(230) f4 0
13 860 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 885 J
79.0 560(140) 3 1255 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1290
58.9 60 280(280) 4 .1115 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1130
48.2 670(130) 3 2365 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2420
33.7 61 210(150) 3 2905 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2870
27.4 450(170) 4 2285 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2260
18.8 775(225) 4 2610 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2665
03.0 62 385(135) 3 4080 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4000
1595.5 675(200) 4 3510 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3390
91.2 845(275) 4 3680 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3795
65.5 63 875(700) f4 4710 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4520)4710 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 4925/
See relevant parts of footnote a to Table I. Those "bands" which are 
designated as "fitted" are not neccessarily observed; the text should be 
consulted for further detail on such "bands".
TABLE IV
VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST RYDBERG BAND SYSTEM OF METHYL BROMIDE-d^
\ v(hbw) a AVo vi V2 1'3 ’3 < v"2 v"3 Avc
1808.7 55 290(65) 2 -995 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -985
1795.3 700(45) 2 -585 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -575
( 9 2 . 0 805 1 0 "fitted
191.5 820(60) f  1 15 assigned )
>
U -465 0 . 0 i 0 0 0 1 0 -460,
76.7 56 285(55) 2 0
72.0 435(65) 1 630 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 670
63.0 720(65) 1 915 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 945
60.7 795(65) 2 510 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 525
56.1 945(70) 2 660 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 670
50.6 57 125(60) 2 840 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 850
48.5 190(90) 2 905 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 945
34.8 645(115) i 2 1360 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1375'U 1840 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1795.
30.7 780(100) f2 1495 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1520'
11 1975 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 2010,
23.8 58 010(125) f2 1725 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1700
u 2205 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2155.
ri3.8 350 3 0 "fitted II V
\  13.2 370(100) P 20 assigned /(2 2085 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1930.
10.5 460(135) f2 2175 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2155'
< 2 2175 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2225
ll 2655 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2645,
05.1 650(70) f 2 2365 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 2370• U 2845 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2835
1699.0 860(70) 2 2575 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2550
95.0 995(105) 3 645 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 670
87.6 59 255(115) f4 0
13 905 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 945.
72.0 810(105) f4 555 0 0 1 0 Q 0 0 0 525
13 1460 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1520
67.6 965(85) 4 710 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 670
63.7 60 105(125) 4 850 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 850
60.5 225(110) 4 970 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 945
49.5 625(75) P 1370 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1375
(3 2275 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2155
}
}
TABLE IV (cont.)
X v(hbw) a Avo v2 V3 < *5 v6 v"2 v"3 Avc
1644.5 60 810(75) 4 1555 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1520
40.4 960(50) 4 1705 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1700
38.4 61 035(75) 4 1780 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1795
34.7 175(150) 4 1920 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1930
28.9 390(175) 4 2135 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2155
21.1 685(75) 4 2430 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2455
17.7 815(100) 4 2560 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2550
13.0 995(130) 4 2740 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2780
08.2 62 180(190) f4 2925 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2875U 2925 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 3005 J
1598.5 560(100) 4 3305 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 3305
94.0 735(105) 4 3480 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3400
91.7 825(120) 4 3570 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3630
86.5 63 030(190) f 4 3775 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 3725^{ 4 3775 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 3855 }
U 3775 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3860J
77.5 390(100) 4 4135 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 4155
70.9 660(160) f4 4405 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4250^U .4405 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4480 J
66.9 820(260) f4 4565 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 4575^
( 4 4565 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 4705 >
U 4565 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4710J
47.8 64 610(260) f4 5355 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 5100^
< 4 5355 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 5330 )
U 5355 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 542 5J
See footnote a to Table I.
TABLE V
GROUND STATE FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES (cm"1") OF
THE METHYL HALIDES3
j (Y) ch3i cd3i CH3Br CD3Br c h3ci cd3ci
1 (ax) 2970 2155 2970 2150 2965 2160
2 (a^ 1250 950 1305 985 1355 1030
3 (at) 535 500 610 575 730 695
4 (e) 3060 2300 3055 2295 3040 2285
5 (e) 1440 1050 1445 1055 1455 1060
6 (e) 880 660 950 715 1015 775
8 Frequencies were taken from G. Herzberg, "Molecular Spectra and 
Molecular Structure, Vol. II, Infrared and Raman Spectra," D. 
Van Nostrand Co., Inc., Princeton, N. J., 1966, Table 85, 
p. 315; and W. T. King, I. M. Mills and B. Crawford, Jr.,
J. Chem. Phvs.. 27,. 455 (1957).
TABLE VI
FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES (cm~L) FOR STATES 2 AND 4 
OF CH3I, CD3I, CH3Br AND CD3Br
MOLECULE
a
(hbw')a
cii3
2
(30)
I
4
(35)
cd3
2
(30)
I
4
(75)
CH3Br 
2 4 
(120) (230)
cd3
2
(55)
Br
4
(115) R(j)
j(hbw)b
1 2630(125) 2675(50) 1980(35) 1970(80) 2685(190) 2610(225) 2085(100)* 1920(150) 0.898
2 1090(30) 1080(35) 835(35) 820(80) 1140(130) 1115(280) 840(60) 850(125) 0.865
3 485(40) 470(50) 480(30) 470(55) 560(150) 510(65) 555(105)* 0.914
4 2885(50) 2825(60) 2200(50) 2170(80) - - - - - - 2175(135) 2135(175) 0.940
5 1230(130)* 1295(150) 950(75) 960(80) 1310(200)* 905(90) 970(110)* 0.894
6 835(180) 825(50) 630(140) 640(50) 840(250) - - - 660(70) 710(85)* 0.934
3 The half-band width of the origin band (or), (hbw*), is cited in cm  ^units. 
b The half-band width of the band, (hbw), is cited in cm * units.
from the evaluation of R(j); such frequencies are marked with an
asterisk (*) in Table VI. The agreement between the observed
frequencies a j and their estimates j » given in
Table VII, is remarkable. The difference I v* . - v1 , . I* 1 mol,a,J mol,j 1
is larger than the estimated hbw only in the case of the (2;1q) 
band of CD^I and CD^Br. However, even in these two instances, the 
discrepancy between the observed and predicted frequency does not 
exceed the sum of hbw of the band in question and hbw' of the 
corresponding origin band. Moreover the (2;1q) band of CD^Br, 
apart from being frequency deviant, has an anomalously low inten­
sity relative to all other assigned (ot;1q) bands. It will be 
seen later that, in CD^Br, the frequency of the (2;1q) band happens 
to be approximately equal to the frequency of the origin band (3).
An interaction between these two bands may be responsible for the
anomalous behavior of the (2;lJ) band in this instance.
The accuracy with which the average ratios R(j) reproduce the 
fundamental vibrational frequencies of the modes coupled to the 
excited states 2 and 4 is further demonstrated in Figure 11, where 
the values of ^  ^ from Table VI are plotted against the values
of j from Table VII. Each point is enclosed by a square, the
side of which equals the hbw of the (a;jj) band in question. An 
additional uncertainty, introduced into the observed quantities 
A(ajjJ) by the hbw of the corresponding origin band (a), is also 
shown in Figure 11. This Figure indicates that all observed 
frequencies are reproduced calculationally within experimental error.
TABLE VII
CALCULATED FUNDAMENTAL VIBRATIONAL FREQUENCIES j
(cm - 1 )  OF THE METHYL HALIDES
j ch3i cd3i CH3Br CDgBr ch3ci c d3ci
1 2665 1935 2665 1930 2665 1940
2 1080 820 1130 850 1170 890
3 490 455 560 525 665 635
4 2875 2160 2870 2155 2860 2150
5 1285 940 1290 945 1300 950
6 820 615 885 670 950 725
Figure 11* A plot of the observed vibrational frequencies j»
a *s 2 or 4, [which are designated J*] of CH^I, CD^I,
CH^Br and CD^Br versus the computed frequencies ^
[which are designated j^(Calculated)]. The half-band 
widths of the observed fundamentals define the length of 
the box sides; the half-band width of the origin band 
defines the inaccuracy in the location of the 45° line 
and is shown at the bottom of those lines. All energies 
are cited in cm~^. The most uncertain fundamental 
vibrational frequencies (i.e., those which are 
"asterisked" in Table VI) are denoted by a diagonal 
slash in this Figure.
j  r— j---- 1 r — i------- r  " ~ t  ~— i— » i
(C H 3 i )  ( C D 3 I )  (C ^ S r) (CDaBr)
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O
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In view of the excellent agreement, the calculated vibrational
frequencies were used to evaluate the frequencies of all overtone,
combination and difference bands assigned to band systems 2 and 4 of
the methyl iodides and bromides. These quantities are listed in
Tables I-IV under the column heading Av . It is clear that the
c
differences of the observed and predicted frequencies (Av^ and 
Av , respectively) are less than the half-band widths of theC
corresponding vibronic bands in virtually all instances. The
frequency differences, Avo“Avc> for all overtone, combination and
difference frequencies listed in Tables I-IV associated with
transitions to states 2 and 4 are plotted against the calculated
frequency, Av , in Figure 12. The sloped lines of Figure 12 c
represent an error limit of±2.5% of the Av abscissa. It is evidentc
that, in the great majority of cases, |Av -Av | is less than 2.5%U G
of Av and very much less than the energy separations between the 
c
maxima of neighboring bands.
The calculated frequencies are also diagrammed in Figures 2, 3, 
5-8. As is evident, the predicted location and the observed maximum 
of each vibronic band are essentially coincident. The one significant 
deviation of the observed and calculated energies occurs in the higher 
energy region of band system 4 in CH^Br and CD^Br. This deviation 
may be attributed to an overlapping and consequent interaction of
I s g ^.o
the intense (4;1q ,2q ) and(4;2g ) bands; such interaction produces 
a shift in energies of the (4;1q ,2q) and (4;2q+ )^ bands to lower 
and higher energy, respectively.
Figure 12. A plot of Av -Av versus Av (In cm *) for all assign-o c c
ments given for states 2 and 4 in Tables I-IV, for 
CH^I, CDgl, CH^Br and CD^Br, respectively. Open circles 
refer to state 2 assignments; filled circles refer to 
state 4 assignments. The meaning of this diagram is 
discussed in detail in the text.
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The net result of this section, then, Is an analysis of the 
vibronic structure associated with transitions to states 2 and 4 
of CH^X, CD^I, CH^Br and CD^Br. This analysis proceeds in a very 
facile way (and, for that reason, attains a high degree of 
credibility) once it is realized that the frequency reduction 
R(j) experienced by a given normal vibration, v^, is essentially 
identical for all four molecules in each of their states 2 and 4.
TRANSITIONS TO STATES 1 AND 3 OIF
CH3I, CD3I, CH3Br AND CD3Br
Examination of Tables I-IV and Figures 2-8 indicates that a 
number of absorption bands present in the spectra of the iodides 
and bromides have not been assigned to either of the transitions
to states 2 or 4. The use of the sets of excited state vibrational
frequencies given in Table VII can not reproduce the observed
separations of these bands from either of the origin bands (2) or
(4). In addition, most of these unassigned bands are quite weak 
and uncharacteristic of the set of intense bands associated with 
the transitions to states 2 and 4. Since unassignable, weak bands 
of this type regularly appear in the spectra of all four molecules 
CH3I, CD3I, CH3Br and CD3Br, it is not unreasonable to suppose that 
they might be associated with the quasi-forbidden transitions to 
states 1 and 3.
Two primary difficulties intrude on any analysis of the transi­
tions to states 1 and 3. The first, and the most troublesome, is 
the apparent absence of the electronic origin bands (1) and (3).
The origins (1) and (3) are predicted***^ to lie at slightly lower 
energy than the origins (2) and (4), respectively; however, perusal 
of the spectra of CH3I, CD3I, CH3Br and CD3Br in the regions slightly 
bathochromic to the intense origins (2) and (4) reveals no obvious 
bands which might be associable with origins (1) and (3). The 
second difficulty is the absence of Information on the vibrational 
frequencies pertinent to states 1 and 3.
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In order to curcumvent the above difficulties, the following 
approach to the analysis of previously unassigned bands was adopted. 
It was assumed that the fundamental vibrational frequencies  ^^
and ^ j could be approximated by the computed frequencies
Vmol j Table VII with the same degree of fidelity as pertains to 
the frequencies ^ j and ^ y  The vibrational analysis
itself was based on an "origin fitting" procedure in which the 
frequencies of the origins (1) and (3) were computed by giving a 
trial assignment (a;j™,k^,....), a = 1 or 3, to every band unassign­
able for a = 2 or 4, and by subtracting the computed value of
from the observed frequency of such a band. For each 
set of assignments thus made, the predicted frequencies of the 
origins (1) and (3) were tested using the following requirements:
(i) A consistent prediction (i.e., a reasonably small scattering 
of the individual predictions about their average) for both 
origins (1) and (3) should obtain for every previously 
unassigned band.
(ii) An expected "blue-shift" of the origins (1) and (3) caused by 
per-deuteration should be reproduced.
(iii) The relative positions of the inferred origins (1) and (3)
and of the observed origins (2) and (4) must conform with those 
derivable from an intermediate spin-orbit coupling scheme 
within the configurations a and b.^*^
As a test of the "origin fitting" procedure, the frequencies 
of the origins (2) and (4) were computed from those bands assigned 
in the previous section. The average frequencies of the "fitted"
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origins and the isotopic shifts are compared with their experimental 
counterparts in Table VIII. It is evident that the observed and 
"fitted" origins in all instances differ by less than the observed hbw.
Application of this same procedure to bands which were thought 
to be members of band systems 1 and 3 gave the following results:
Among all trial assignments, only one set was found to satisfy 
conditions (i)-(iii); this set requires that the most intense 
vibronic bands assigned to the band systems 1 and 3 of the iodides 
and bromides be associated with excitations of the three e-species 
vibrations, v^, v,. and v^. In view of this, some further vibrational 
assignments were subsequently made for those instances for which it 
was felt that an overlapping of the intense bands associated with 
the transitions to states 2 and 4 precluded the observation of 
vibronic bands which should accompany transitions to states 1 and 3.
The vibrational assignments for the transitions to states 1 
and 3 and "fitted" (average) origins for these states are given in 
Tables I-IV. The frequency separations, Avq , of the assigned 
vibronic bands and the "fitted" origin band (1) or (3) are also 
included in Tables I-IV where they may be compared with Av . The
v
"calculated" spectra, that are abstracted from Tables I-IV, are also 
superposed on the experimental spectra in Figures 2, 3, 5-8 in 
order to facilitate comparison of the observed and predicted spectra. 
The predicted locations of the (a;jQ> vibronic bands for j=2,...,6 
and a = 1 or 3, are also shown in Figures 2, 3, 5-8 even though, 
in some Instances, many of these bands are not observed.
TABLE VIII
ENERGY OF ORIGINS 1.2.3 AND 4 AND THE ZERO POINT ENERGY 
SHIFT (an"1) OF THE METHYL IODIDES AND BROMIDES
ENERGY
STATE OBSERVED (hbw') FITTED8 OBSERVED (hbw') FITTED8 ISOTOPE ZERO POINT ENERGY SHIFTb
or ch3i ch3i cd3i cd3i Av(O) AV(F) Av(C)
1 49220(30) 49230(95) 49310(45) 49325(60) 90 95 115
2 49710(30) 49700(35) 49815(30) 49840(25) 105 140 115
3 54040(65) 54130(50) 54110(15) c 70 115
4 54625(35) 54620(20) 54740(75) 54750(25) 115 130 115
or CH3Br CRjBr CD3Br CD3Br Av(O) Av(F) Av(C)
1 -  -  -  - 55545(55) 55820(60) 55805(.40) c 260 120
2 56030(120) 56030(35) 56285(55) 56275(50) 255 245 120
3 ----- 58305(55) 58370(100) 58350(80) c 45 120
4 59165(230) 59155(135) 59255(115) 59250(80) 90 95 120
8 The numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations of the fitted origins.
TABLE VIII (cont.)
The observed and "fitted" isotope zero point energy shifts, denoted Av(0) and Av(F), 
respectively, are Av = vff(D) - va(H). The calculated isotope zero point energy shifts,
denoted Av(C) and defined as Av = % 2 [ v' (D) - v' (H) + v''(D) - v7(H) ].
J m°l»J mol,j j j »
are obtained using the excited state vibrational frequencies of Table VII and the
ground state vibrational frequencies of Table V.
The non-observance of the origin band (a) of the CH^X species precludes the calculation 
of Av(0).
Examination of the spectra of the iodides and bromides in the 
region of the "fitted" origin locations reveals several weak 
absorption bands which may be assigned to origins (1) and (3).
The extremely weak origin band observed in the GH^I spectrum
A
by Henricl lies at 49220cm and is nearly coincident with the 
"fitted" origin location of 49230am’’*' obtained here; this origin 
band is identified in the CH^I spectrum of Figure 2. No band 
identifiable as the origin (3) can be located in the CH^I spectrum.
The weak band at 49310cm *■ in the spectrum of CD^I is nearly
coincident with the "fitted" electronic origin (1) at 49325cm*’*'.
(See Figures 3 and 4) This observed band can be tentatively
identified also as the (2;3®) hot-band. However, the relatively
high intensity of this band at room temperature (Figure 3) and the
apparent absence of any temperature dependence of the intensity
(Figure 4) suggest that this band is best identified as the origin
(1). The weak absorption band observed in the spectrum of GD^I 
-1
at 54130cm is assigned uniquely as the electronic origin band 
(3), the "fitted" energy of which is 54110cm"’*'.
An examination of Table III indicates that no absorption bands 
of GH^Br can be uniquely associated with the origin (1). Comparison 
of the spectra of CH^Br and CD^Br reveals that the spectrum of 
CH^Br is much more diffuse. This broadness, as well as the under- 
lying continuum, can be attributed, in part, to "crowding" caused 
by overlapping of states 1 and 2. Thus, the (1>6q) vibronic band 
which is predicted to lie between the origin band (2) and the 
(2;3q) vibronic band is not observed but is, nonetheless, probably 
responsible for the considerable intensity which lies between these 
two bands.
The alternation of the relative intensity of the (2;3q) and 
(2;6q ) vibronic bands which occurs in the spectrum of CH^Br relative 
to that of CD^Br is attributable to interference by the (1»5q) 
absorption band. In the spectrum of CH^Br, the assigned (2;6q) 
absorption band and the calculated (1;5q) absorption band are nearly 
coincident and, as a result, the (2;6q ) absorption band appears to 
be more intense than the (2;3q) absorption band. This overlapping 
of the (2;6q) and the (1>5q) vibronic band in the spectrum of
s
CH^Br is also manifest in the asynraetry Of the (2;6q) band. 
Conversely, in the spectrum of CD^Br, it is the observed (2;3q) and 
the calculated (1;5q) absorption bands which are coincident and, 
as a result, the assigned (2;3q) absorption band appears to be 
more intense than the assigned (2;6q) absorption band. The over­
lapping of the (2;3q) and the (1;5q) vibronic bands in the spectrum 
of CD^Br also accounts for the asymmetry of the (2;3q) band.
The frequency separation of the weak (but very sharp) absorption 
band which occurs at 54640cm * in CH^Br (see Figure 5) and the 
"fitted" origin location (1) at 55545cm"* is approximately equal to 
the ground state vibrational frequency of the Vg normal vibration 
(905 and 950cm"*, respectively). Consequently, the 54640cm * band 
could well be assigned as the (1 ;6 )^ hot-band transition; however, 
band shape considerations lead to the suspicion that this band is 
more probably attributable to an impurity in the CH^Br sample.
No distinct absorption feature is evident in the CH^Br spectrum 
of Figure 5 in the region of the "fitted" electronic origin (1) 
at 55545cm"*. This origin is probably occluded in the very intense
absorption band associated with origin (2). A weak absorption band 
is observed in the spectrum of CD3Br at 55820cm"1. This band can
be assigned to the origin (1) whose “fitted" location is at 55805cm"1
-1 0 1 However, the 55820cm band can also be assigned as a (2;2^,3Q) tran­
sition. No preference between these two assignments is presently 
feasible.
The spectra of CH^Br in Figure 5 and CD^Br in Figure 7 exhibit 
Intense absorption in the region of the "fitted" electronic origin 
(3). As noted previously, the 58370cm 1 band of CD^Br has an abnor­
mally low intensity and does not justify a (2J1q) assignment; and the 
frequency separation of this band from the origin (2), Avq = 2085cm"1
is significantly larger than the calculated  ^ frequency of
-1 * -1
1930cm • Consequently, it is possible that this 58370cm band is
better assigned as the origin band (3).
The frequencies of all "fitted" origins, (1) and (3), and the 
absorption bands which might possibly be assigned to these origins 
are listed in Table VIII. As is evident, the isotope zero point 
energy shifts of both the "fitted" and assigned origins of states 
1 and 3 are in excellent correspondence, with respect to both sign 
and magnitude, with the well-established isotope zero point energy 
shifts of states 2 and 4. The standard deviations of the fitted 
origins (1) and (3) have the same order of magnitude as those of 
the fitted origins (2) and (4); consequently, the major sources of 
error in the origin fitting procedure are the uncertainties in the 
observed vibronic frequencies rather than the fitting procedure 
itself.
TRANSITIONS TO STATES 2 AND 4 OF
c h3ci a n d cd3ci
The spectra of CH3C1 and CD3C1 are shovn in Figures 9 and 10.
For reasons discussed below, we are not able to propose a unique 
assignment of these spectra. Hence, the band numbering used in 
Figures 9 and 10, as well as in Tables IX-XI, is a mere ordering 
device.
By analogy with the spectra of methyl iodides and bromides, 
the primary candidates for the origins (2) and (4) are the pairs of 
intense bands labelled #2 and #3 in the CH3C1 spectrum and labelled 
#1 and //4 in the CD3C1 spectrum. An assignment of the remainder of 
the spectra —  one which is based on this particular choice of 
the origins--is given in Tables IX and X. It was assumed that the 
values of ratios R(j), as evaluated from the spectra of iodides 
and bromides, can also provide adequate estimates of the fundamental 
vibrational frequencies in the excited states of methyl chlorides.
A comparison of the values of A ( a > •••) computed from Table VII 
with their experimental counterparts indicates that the assignments 
of Tables IX and X are quite reasonable.
A plot of the observed (i.e., assigned) excited state fundamental
vibrational frequencies versus the computed j is shown in
Figure 13 and plots of Av - Av versus Av are presented in Figure 14.o c c
The degree of fidelity of these plots is less than that of the 
methyl iodides and bromides; nevertheless they do support the
TABLE IX
VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST RYDBERG BAND SYSTEM
OF METHYL CHLORIDE a
Band
No. v(hbw) a Av_ Av
1
2
3
4
5
11
12
1634.5
1599.0
75.9
68.7
54.9
44.8
27.0
14.0
02.0
10 1484.5
68.0
51.0
62 180(425) 2
62 540(425) 2
63 455(450) Ck
68 120(700) 4
“ •:
•1360
0
0
915
915
1205
1775
860
860
2195
2195
1280
2950
2035
2035
3510
2595
2595
4040
3125
4825
4825
3910
3910
4665
6380
5465
5465
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
2
1
3
0
2
1
3
4 
2 
1
3
4
3
4
5
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1 -1355
0
See relevant parts of footnote a to Table I
TABLE X
VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST RYDBERG BAND SYSTEM
OF METHYL CHLORIDE-djj
Band
No. X v(hbw) a Av vi vl v' v' v! Av
O JL Z  j  O O C
1 1591.5 62 835(315)
2 75.0 63 490(320)
3 71.0 655(300)
4 67.8 785(300)
5 64.0 940(250)
6 53.5 64 370(500)
7 49.0 560(300)
8 47.2 635(300)
9 44.0 765(300)
10 41.1 890(200)
11 34.0 65 190(400)
12 28.5 425(400)
2 0
(2 655 0 0 I 0 0 635^
[2 655 0 0 0 0 I 725J
2 820 0 1 0 0 0 890
4 0
2 1150 0 0 0 1 0 950
2^ 1535 0 1 1 0 0 1525^
4 585 0 0 1 0 0 635 )
<.4 585 0 0 0 0 1 725j
2 1725 0 2 0 0 0 1780
4 850 0 1 0 0 0 890
2 1930 1 0 0 0 0 1940
4 1105 0 0 0 1 0 950
f2 2355 0 2 1 0 0 2415^
^4 1405 0 1 1 0 0 1525J
r2 2590 1 0 1 0 0 2575^ 1
2^ 2590 0 3 0 0 0 2670J
13 23.5 640(400) f2 2805 1 1 0 0 0 2830^
4 1855 1 0 0 0 0 1940 >
1855 0 2 0 0 0 1780J
See relevant parts of footnote a to Table I.
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TABLE XI
VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST RYDBBRG BAND SYSTEMS OF
METHYL CHLORIDE AND METHYL CHLORIDE-dj
Band No. In
Assignment ch3ci cd3ci Avo Avc
( 4 ^ ) I -1360 -1355
(4) 2
1
0
0
0
0
(4J31) 2 655 635
(4J61) 3
3
915
820
950
725
(4J21) 4
4
1205
950
1170
890
(4;21,31) 5
6
1775
1535
1835
1525
(4;22) 6
8
2195
1800
2340
1780
(4j22,31) 7
11
2950
2355
3005
2415
(4;23) 8
12
3510
2590
3510
2670
(4;23,31) 9 4040 4175
(4;24) 10 4825 4680
(4;24,31) 11 5580 5345
(4;32) 5 1105 1270
f(4;33) 1905
^ j l 1)
9 1930
1940
f(4;3\62)
l(4;41)
10 2055
2085
2150
Figure 13. A plot of the observed vibrational frequencies ^  ^ ,
a - 2 or 4, [which are designated j*] of CH^Cl and CD^Cl 
versus the computed frequencies  ^[which are desig­
nated j^(Calculated)]. The half-band widths of the ob­
served fundamentals define the length of the box sides;
the half-band width of the origin band defines the inac-
o
curacy in the location of the 45 line and is shown at
the bottom of those lines. All energies are cited in
-1cm .
3000
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i
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/
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Figure 14. A plot of Av -Av versus Av (in cm"’*') for all assign-0 c c
ments given for states 2 and 4 in Tables IX and X, for
CH^Cl and CD^Cl, respectively. Open circles refer to
state 2 assignments; filled circles refer to state 4
assignments. The sloped lines of the CH^Cl diagram
refer to ±10% of Avc; the sloped lines of the CD^Cl
diagram refer to ± 5% of Av .c
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assignments made. Unfortunately, in view of the large values of 
the observed hbw's and the diffuseness of the CH^Cl and CD^Cl 
spectra, an agreement of the observed and computed band frequencies 
is an inadequate criterion of correctness.
Moreover, two factors cast additional doubts on the correctness 
of the above assignments. First, the separations between the bands 
assigned as origins (2) and (4) is 915cm * and 950cm * in CH^Cl and 
CD^Cl, respectively, whereas analogy with methyl iodides and
-X
bromides suggest that these separations should lie between 1200cm 
and 1400cm This expectation follows from an observed constancy 
of the pertinent exchange integral^ and will be discussed in a
g
subsequent communication. Second, in methyl chlorides, the inter­
action within the configurations a and b should depart considerably 
from (fi,u>)-type and should tend towards a (A,2) coupling scheme. 
Consequently, the state 2 should possess a rather pronounced spin 
triplet character and origin band (2) should be considerably less 
intense than origin band (4). Such an intensity pattern is
2 9observed in the corresponding spectral region of HCl and DC1, * 
where the origin (2) is at least 50x weaker than the origin (4).
The two resulting discrepancies in the methyl chloride spectra 
(i.e., the anomalous intensity pattern and the deviant energy 
separation of the origins (2) and (4), assigned in Tables IX 
and X) are qualitatively explicable in terms of perturbing influences 
of the methyl group. Despite this, we prefer an alternative assign­
ment of the spectra of the methyl chlorides. This alternative
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assignment scheme assumes that the Intense origin (4) is associated 
with bands #2 and #1 in CH^Cl and CD^Cl, respectively; and that 
the band system 2 is too weak to be observed in our low pressure 
spectra. The resulting assignments are given in Table XI.
The consistency of these alternative assignments in both the
GH^Cl and CD^Cl spectra and the quite satisfactory agreement of the
observed Av and computed Av vibrational frequencies suggests that o c
this reassignment of origins deserves serious consideration. The 
weak band which is labelled #1 in the CH^Gl spectrum is separated 
from band #2 by 1355cm * and was assigned in Table IX as the "hot- 
band" (2;2^). However, based on the reassignments of Table XI, this 
band can be supposed to be the weak origin (2), a superposition of 
all three origins (1), (2) and (3), or even a superposition of origins 
(1), (2) and (3) and "hot-band" (4;2^).
Both sets of analyses suffer from obvious defects. Any decision 
on the proper analysis must await further experimental and theoretical 
work.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spectra associated with the lowest-energy s-type Rydberg 
transitions in CH^X and CD^X, Br an^ have been obtained
and analyzed. The strategy of the analysis was vested in five 
preconditions:
(i) Four vibronic band systems, which correspond to the five 
electronic states of the configurations a. and b, should be 
present in the observed spectra. However, only two of these 
band systems, namely those associated with the electronic 
states (2) and (4), should consist of intense absorption 
bands.
(ii) The transitions in question invdlve the excitation of an 
electron from a nonbonding p-type orbital into a nonbonding 
s-type orbital, both orbitals being strongly localized on 
the halogen atom. Such transitions should produce minor 
changes of molecular geometry and force constants. Con­
sequently, only short vibrational progressions should 
appear and, in the strongly-allowed band systems, the origin 
band should be the most intense band.
(£11) The fundamental vibrational frequencies associated with any 
of the excited states a = 1,2, 3 and 4 may be estimated 
with sufficient accuracy by means of the ratios R(j) of 
Table VI. A rationale for this assumption is discussed 
below.
(iv) All origin bands were expected to exhibit a "blue shift" 
upon perdeuteration.
(v) The energy separations between the origin bands of a given 
methyl halide should conform with those separations predicted 
by an intermediate spin-orbit coupling scheme for configura­
tions a and b.
The exploitation of the ratios R(j) for the estimation of the 
excited state fundamental frequencies is a consequence of enpirical 
observations that are described previously in this article. However 
several considerations provide additional support for this assump­
tion [i.e., assumption (ill)]. According to Herzberg,^ the 
variations between the ground state vibrational frequencies of the 
methyl halides are largely due to changes of the atomic masses. If 
Herzberg is correct, the ground state potential energy surfaces must 
be nearly identical for all six methyl halides that are being stud­
ied. Parallel to this, a considerable body of experimental and
3 7 8 11 12
theoretical data indicates * * * * that the differences between
the highest-energy occupied p-type orbitals of the halogen atoms Cl, 
Br and I are very slight and that the differences between the lowest 
energy unoccupied s-type orbitals of the halogens Cl, Br and I are 
even smaller. Hence, the promotion of an electron from a p-type to 
a s-type halogenic orbital will produce nearly identical changes of 
the potential surfaces in each of six methyl halides. Consequently, 
all the excited state potential surfaces are expected to be nearly 
identical in all four excited states a = 1, 2, 3 and 4 of all six
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molecules studied. Thus, within the confines of the above speculations,
the ground state and the excited state force constants of a given
normal vibration should be largely molecule Independent and so
should the ratios R(1) , .
mol, or
Since the degree of resolution inherent in the spectra decreases 
in the order I >  Br »  Cl, the above strategy was applied first to 
the iodides and bromides and, thereafter, and separately, to the 
chlorides. As a result, the positions of all four origin bands 
(1), (2), (3) and (4) were estimated for CH^I, CD^I, CH^ Br and 
CD^Br. The estimates for the quasi-forbidden origins (1) and (3) 
are less reliable than those for the strong bands (2) and (4); 
however, considerable additional support for the assignments made
Q
here will be provided in a subsequent work. In the case of the 
methyl chlorides, the assignments obtained are quite ambiguous and 
further experimental investigations are needed. The study of the 
high pressure and low-temperature spectra of the methyl halides, 
as well as those of some selected monohalides (e.g. GeH^Cl), may 
well be successful in resolving the dilemma about the number of 
strong origins which actually occur in the spectra of the methyl 
chlorides.
A considerable body of previous work by a large number of 
different investigators has been invested in the methyl halide 
spectra associated with the configurational excitations ja and b.
3
A summary of this work is available in the treatise by Robin.
However, as far as we can ascertain, the spectra of the deuterated 
methyl halides have not been studied from this point of view
previously; nor has any effort been expended in an attempt to 
investigate the weak origins, (1) and (3), which should be observable 
in the spectra of all methyl halides. The analysis of Table IX
for CH^Cl is quite similar to one provided by Russel, Edwards and
13Raymonda which, in turn, is vastly different from that of
Table XI. The analysis of Table III for CH^Br is also similar to
14
one provided by Causley and Russell but differs in that the 
spectral resolution upon which Table III was predicated was somewhat 
higher then that available to Causley and Russell and that Table III 
also presumes to locate the quasi-forbidden origins (1) and (3).
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CHAPTER III
EXCHANGE AND SPIN-ORBIT CORRELATIONS IN (p5,ns), (p,ns) AND 
(rr3,ncj) CONFIGURATIONS OF ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR SPECIES
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INTRODUCTION
The primary means of assigning Rydberg transitions in atomic 
and molecular spectra is a set of empirical relations which 
systematizes the associated transition energies. The most familiar 
relationship of this type is the Rydberg equation*
E (I) = I -R/(n+6 )2 .... 1ncr ncr
This equation connects the energy of transitions which belong to 
th
the or Rydberg series, with the convergence limit of that
series, I, and with the index n which arranges individual series
members within the given series. In conjunction with photoelectron
spectroscopic data which provide information on the Initiating
1 2  3orbital and empirical rules * * which presume to infer the nature
of the terminal orbital from the observed value of the quantum
defect, 6 , Eq. 1 provides a powerful means for the assignment of
VUV absorption spectra.
The Rydberg equation is an intra-atomic or intra-molecular
relation: It correlates transition energies within any one
Rydberg chromophore. Inter-atomic and inter-molecular correlative
devices are available also: Such correlations are concerned with
the regularities exhibited by E ^ I )  or 1^ ( 1), where Tn^(I) s
I - E (I), for fixed n and or within a collection of structurallv- 
na '
related atoms or molecules. The study of term values, Tq ^(I),
within an isoelectronic atomic sequence exemplifies the inter-atomic
3
correlative approach. An inter-molecular correlative approach is
4
available in the work of Robin; it has been extensively, and
usefully, applied. A second approach of the same inter-molecular 
type was developed in previous articles of this series this
latter approach is based on linear correlations of the form 
T (I ) = A I + Bna x na x na .....2
between the term values T (I ) and the ionization limits I ofna x' x
molecules and/or atoms which constitute the collection {x} of 
structurally-related Rydberg chromophores.
Any empirically-established relation constitutes a useful assign­
ment device. In addition, it may well serve as a goad for the 
construction of theoretical models which, in turn, may provide 
insight into the relation itself, specify its limits of applicability, 
and delineate the inter-connections between it and other empirical 
regularities. Finally, that model which encompasses the totality 
(or near-totality) of such empirical regularities constitutes the 
dominant source of understanding of Rydberg transitions and Rydberg 
states.
3
The term value may be decomposed into three parts:
T = T + T (R , S ) + W na na a Viin — n ina
where is the one-electron component— that is, the energy of 
the virtual Rydberg orbital; T^(R^fH^) represents contributions 
from the electrostatic interactions, R^, and spin-orbit inter­
actions, H , which occur internal to the single core/virtual orbital 
configurations and which are not already included in T^; and 
represents a variety of perturbational effects (i.e., interaction 
with other excited core/virtual orbital configurations; pertinent
rotational and vibrational energy increments; etc.)* The unfortunate 
aspect of all efforts at model development is that, in the process 
of deriving theoretical analogs of Eq's. 1 and 2, they identify T
na
I o A 6
of Eq. 3 with its one-electron component T . * * * Consequently, 
the understanding of a relatedness of T ^  on the theoretical level 
with on the experimental level and, hence, the final step in the 
full theoretical implimentation of Eq's. 1 and 2, requires one, or 
both, of the following considerations:
(i) The restriction to the one-electron models may be shown 
to be superfluous and the derivation of Eq's. 1 and 2 may evolve 
from an explicit many-electron treatment as a consequence of 
appropriate diligence and intelligence.
(ii) The terms T (R^,^) and may be shown to be negligibly
small. If they are not negligibly small, then it may be shown that
their variations within a Rydberg series in any one system (or,
for a given Rydberg transition, within related systems) is such
that these variations do not vitiate the substitution of T for
na
3 4The available experimental data * indicate that the distinction 
between Rydberg transitions and other types of electronic transitions 
(e.g., valence excitations, exciton transitions, etc.) is most pro­
nounced on the one-electron level and that the introduction of many- 
electron effects tends to blur such differences. In other words, 
we suppose that consideration (il) is the pertinent reason behind
the possibility of the identification of T with TJ na ncr.
In line with the above inference, the purpose of this work is 
the investigation of the term T (R^. of Eq. 3. Specifically, 
we restrict our interests to the exchange and spin-orbit coupling 
parameters in the (p**,ns) and (p,ns) configurations of various 
atoms and the ( tt ,na) configurations of various monohalides. This 
restriction to configurations which, for both atoms and molecules, 
are productive of the lowest-energy s-type Rydberg states is inten­
tional. Firstly, the lowest-energy s-type Rydberg states are 
notorious for deviating from "normal" Rydberg behavior. Thus, for
g
n = 1, 2 or 3, the quantum defect 6 of Eq. 1 is strongly dependentns
on the index n; and, correspondingly, the absolute value | ^ na | 
the slope in Eq. 2 is largest for low n and, again, axhibitB a 
characteristic e-dependence."* In other words, the lowest-energy 
s-type Rydberg states appear to exemplify situations for which 
V s . *  is either large or quite variable. Secondly, the only 
available large pool of Rydberg data for molecules appears to be 
that for s-type Rydberg states and this pool is also quite large 
for atoms.
PROCEDURES
The energy levels considered here are those which arise from
5 3the orbital configurations (p ,ns), (p,ns) and ( tt ,na). The symbol
p (or tt) denotes the highest-energy p-AO (or tt-MO) which is occupied 
in the ground state; ns (or na) denotes the n—  lowest-energy, 
virtual s-AO (or o-MO). Each of these configurations gives rise to 
four levels of energy E^, where a = 1, 2, 3 and 4 in order of in­
creasing energy. The double-group designations for these levels, 
as well as their designations in the Russell-Saunders and (J,j)-
coupling schemes are given in Table I. A more exact elaboration
3 3o f the th ir d  le v e l  in  the ( tt ,n a ) c o n fig u ra tio n  is  (A ^ jA ^ ), IIq±
and [%,%]q± in the C^, (A,2) and (Q,u)) symbolics, respectively.
However, since the only Interactions explicitly considered here
3
are those which occur w ith in  the s in g le  c o n fig u ra tio n  ( tt ,n a ) ,  the  
p a ir  o f le v e ls  A^ and A^ w i l l  be degenerate and the use o f the
9
simplified notation is justified.
For the configurations of interest here, the sets of parameters 
R and H of the term T^  ,5^) of Eq. 3 reduce to a single electronic 
parameter K and a single spin-orbit parameter § . The para­
meter K represents the exchange integral between the ground state 
p-AO (or tt-MO) and the virtual ns-AO (or na-MO). For the atomic 
configurations (p^,ns) and (p,ns), K is identical to the Slater 
parameter G^(p,ns); an analogous definition applies for the mole- 
cular configuration (n ,na). The notation used here for atomic 
and molecular exchange integrals is K(p,ns) and K(n,na), respectively.
TABLE I
STATES WHICH DERIVE FROM THE CONFIGURATIONS (p5.ns'>. (p.ns). AND (n3.ng)
STATE
(P5,ns) (p,ns) C"3,na)
a
*
?3 L,S
*
R3 L, S
*
Cosy A,E fl,u)
1 D % [3/2,l/2]2 S 3p0 [l/2,l/2]0 A 3jI2 [3/2,l/2]2
2 P 3pi [3/2.1/23J
P 3pl [1/2,1/2^ n 3lIl [3/2,1/2^
3 S 3p0 [l/2,l/2]0 D 3p2 [3/2,l/2]2 E 3no [l/2,l/2]0
4 P 3pl [1/2,1/2]1
P lpl [3/2,172^ n [1/2,172^
00
in
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The spin-orbit interaction parameter § is defined as g(p) =
O O
(p | h  5(r) | p) and 5 (tt) = (tt | h ?(r,0) |tt) in the atomic and
molecular cases, respectively. Thus, at least formally, the ?
parameter is independent of the degree of excitation of the virtual
ns-AO or n<j-MO.
The analytic dependence of T on K and 5 h88 8 very
simple form for the levels of Table I. However, for purposes of
evaluating K and £ from the experimental data, it is more pratical
to use the energies E instead of the term values T ; the term
na na
values, per definition, accumulate two experimental uncertainties:
The errors in both the energy levels and the ionization potentials.
The theoretical expression for the energies E may be decomposed
in a fashion analogous to that of Eq. 3:
E = E _  + E (R ,E ) + A  4
na na a ** ~n na
where E _  is the one electron component of E , E (R ) is the 
na na a ^ »  “n
contribution from the intra-configurational electrostatic and spin-
orbit interactions and A is interpreted in a manner similar to
na
W of Eq. 3. Figure 1 illustrates the relations of T and E 
na na na
for the configurations considered here. The energy levels Eq^
and Er2 possess a common ionization limit 1^ and, similarly, E ^  and 
En^ coverge to the common limit 1^; I denotes the one-electron com­
ponent of both 1^  and 1^ .
The explicit forms of E^CS^,^) and I in terms of K
4 U  10,11and 5 are given by *
V K>5> -  V  K + * a2 S + * , 3  CK2 -  y j  ?2 + y2 KE}% ...........5
*L " 1 = x12 *U 1 = X32 ^  6
Figure 1. Energy levels, term values and ionization potentials 
for the configurations of Table I.
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na
n2
na
i u
I
for the configurations of Table I. The values of the coefficients
Kal* Xa2* Xa3* ^1 and ^2 are c° H ected *n Table II .
The values of the exchange integral K and the spin-orbit
integral £ can be evaluated, using Eq. 5, from the energies
of levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 or, more directly, from the differences
AE _ = E - - E . The experimental values of AE „ will contain ap n£ na r Qp
some contribution from the difference A - A —  a contributionnap na
which is not accounted for by Eq. 5 and which can not be estimated 
by any simple means. Consequently the values of K and £ computed
from AEap= ^p(K,5) “ Ey(K, ?) will be "contaminated" to an unknown
12_ 8 no A _ inofextent by all of the effects accumulated in An_ and ^.'
Concerns relative to the degree of fidelity with which the 
computed values of K and £ represent "true" exchange and spin-orbit
integrals prompted the following approach. First, the values of
5 3f  p e r t in e n t to  the co n fig u ra tio n s  (p ,n s ) ,  (p ,n s ) and ( tt ,ns)
approach, with increasing n, the value of ? pertinent to the
5 3corresponding cationic configurations (p ), (p) and ( tt ), respec­
tively.'***'® Per Eq. 6, this cationic ?, which we denote is
equal to 2/3 of the doublet splitting in the configuration (p^) and
(p) and 1/2 of the doublet splitting in the configuration ( tt ) .
5 3Consequently, if we assume that the cores (p ), (p) or ( tt ) are not
too strongly polarized by the electron in the virtual ns or na
orbitals, will provide a reasonable estimate of §, leaving only
K to be evaluated from the difference AE Second, the individualo r p  *
levels,a = 1, 2, 3 and 4, may well be perturbed to different degrees, 
and the differences A ^  - A ^  may vary in both magnitude and sign
TABLE II
COEFFICIENTS OF EQUATIONS 5 AND 6 FOR THE THREE 
CONFIGURATIONS OF INTEREST
(P 5,ns) (P»ns) (TT3,n a )
a al Xa2 X<*3 XQ?1 Xor2 x  io3 X«1 x a2 Xa3
1 -1 - 1 / 2 0 - 1 - 1 0 -1 -1 0
2 0 1 / 4 -1 0 - 1 / 4 - 1 0 0 - 1
3 - 1 1 0 -1 1 / 2 0 - 1 1 0
4 0 1 / 4 1 0 - 1 / 4 1 0 0 1
yl 9 / 1 6 9 /1 6 1
y 2 - 1 / 2 1 /2 0
for the different pairs a and p. For this reason, K and ? were 
also estimated from all six of the possible energy level separations 
by an appropriate optimization procedure. The following techniques 
were used:
(1) Using K was evaluated for each difference AEj^»
AE.^, A&23’ ^24 and ^*34 and avera8e<3 to obtain the arithmetic
mean K. In some instances, such computations produced either a 
negative or even a complex value of K. Such values were disregarded 
in computing K.
(ii) The difference AEj^ does not depend on K and is equal to
(3/2)£ for the (p^,ns) and (p,ns) configurations and to 2? for 
3
the ( tt ,ns) configuration. Thus, AEj^ provides another estimate of
(2)5, one which we denote 5 •
(iii) Using or K was evaluated by a least-squares
procedure from all five differences used in (1). . Each difference 
A^p was weighted by a factor which was proportional to
-1d K
d <4Srf)
where the K Q are the analytical solutions from procedure (i).
aP
These weighting factors depress the influence of those K „ which
op
are most sensitive to the perturbations Ang- A^. The corresponding 
estimates are denoted and K ^ ,  respectively.
(iv) Values of § and K were determined simultaneously by an 
unweighted least-squares procedure from all six differences AE
CKP
(3) (3)These estimates are denoted §N ' and K , respectively. When all 
three procedures yield nearly identical estimates of K and ?, it 
was assumed that the manifold of levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 is not
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significantly perturbed. Additional criteria for the recognition 
of perturbations are available; one of these will be discussed 
later in this text.
THE ATOMIC CONFIGURATIONS (n5.ns) AND (p-na’)
Estimates of ? and K for the configuration (p5,ls), (p,ls),
(p^,2s) and (p,2s) are given in Tables III, IV, V and VI, respectively
13The experimental data was taken from Moore and refers to the rare 
gases, and cations isoelectronic with them, and to atoms of Group 
IVA, and cations isoelectronic with them.
GENERAL: As expected, j* was found to increase quite rapidly as one
proceeds toward higher atomic numbers in either a given isoelectronic 
series or periodic group. Somewhat less expected is the relative 
constancy exhibited by the exchange integral K within any given 
periodic group. Thus in the rare gases, ? increases by between 
Ne I and Rn I whereas K(p,ls) increases by (or a factor less 
than two, if the least reliable estimate of K, namely K, is neglected) 
The same pattern is displayed by all other groups for both K(p,ls) 
and K(p,2s).
DEVIATIONS: The regularities inherent in Tables III-VI, as outlined 
above, are so obvious that certain discrepancies become immediately 
apparent. Two sorts of "irregular behavior" of the estimated values 
of K and g are noted. Firstly, the values of K for certain species 
appear to be anomalous relative to the values of K for other atoms 
in the corresponding periodic group or isoelectronic sequence. The 
values of K(p,ls) for Cs II and N II and the value of K(p,2s) for 
F IV provide examples (Tables III, IV and VI, respectively).
Secondly, the differences between the various estimates of either
TABLE III
SPIN-ORBIT PARAMETERS ? AND EXCHANGE INTEGRALS K OF (p5,Is) CONFIGURATION3
Ne I Ar I Kr I Xe I Rn I
?(1) 0.521 0.955 3.581 7.025 20.597
g<2) 0.518 0.940 3.480 6.085 20.904
5(3) 0.516 0.936 3.481 6.238 21.037
K 0.746 0.730 0.797 1.378 '3.182
R(l) 0.743 0.721 0.802 1.360 1.009
k (2> 0.744 0.725 0.800 0.921 1.120
k (3> 0.743 0.726 0.800 0.951 1.168
Na II K II Rb II Cs II
g(D 0.909 1.444 4.920 9.256
?(2) 0.905 1.761 5.688 9.982
§(3) 0.901 1.876 5.867 10.069
K 1.625 1.015 1.957 2.252
KU) 1.623 1.315 1.811 0.546
k (2> 1.623 1.186 1.578 0.435
k (3) 1.623 1.134 1.565 0.469
Mg III Ca III
?(1) 1.484 2.089
s(2) 1.475 2.043
?(3) 1.471 2.039
K 2.455 1.752
K(i) 2.453 1.716
K(2) 2.453 1.727
k O) 2.453 1.729
3 All quantities are cited in kiloKayser (kK) units. The manner in 
which each estimate of 5 an  ^K is computed is given in the text.
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TABLE IV
SPIN-ORBIT PARAMETERS g AND EXCHANGE INTEGRALS K OF (p,ls) CONFIGURATION5
C I Si I Ge I Sn I Pb I
?(1) 0.043 0.191 1.178 2.843 9.384
5(2) 0.040 0.181 1.111 2.659 8.819
§(3) 0.037 0.179 1.108 2.648 8.907
K 0.653 0.923 0.644 0.488 0.796
Ku> 0.803 0.554 0.544 0.358 0.627
k(2) 0.804 0.557 0.576 0.441 0.890
k (3> 0.804 0.557 0.576 0.445 0.848
N II P II As II Sb II Bi II
§(1> 0.116 0.373 1.960 4.384 13.859
?(2) 0.112 0.351 1.851 4.092 13.091
g<3> 0.109 0.349 1.843 4.039 13.110
K 0.083 1.578 0.961 0.761 1.488
K (i) 0.068 0.951 0.795 0.398 1.043
k(2) 0.069 0.957 0.846 0.452 0.810
r (3) 0.070 0.957 0.849 0.476 0.801
0 III S III Se III Te III
5(1) 0.258 0.633 2.917 6.149
?(2) 0.250 0.300 2.743 5.303
5(3) 0.247 0.317 2.713 4.806
K 2.467 0.450 1.026 2.097
KCD 2.782 0.579 0.760 1.696
k(2) 2.784 0.700 0.844 0.411
k C3) 2.784 0.694 0.857 0.023
TABLE IV (cont.)
F IV Cl IV Br IV
J<1> 0.497 0.995 4.060
?(2) 0.484 0.961 3.979
s(3) 0.481 0.959 3.786
K 4.452 1.834 2.717
K(1) 3.342 1.664 1.517
kC2> 3.344 1.675 1.555
k O) 3.345 1.674 1.643
Ne V Ar V
0.908 1.473
§(2) 0.841 1.434
0.836 1.431
K 3.855 2.086
K(1) 4.041 1.942
K(2) 4.057 1.955
K(3) 4.057 1.956
3 See footnote a to Table III.
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TABLE V
SPIN-ORBIT PARAMETERS g AND EXCHANGE INTEGRALS K
OF (p5,2s) CONFIGURATION3^
Ne I Ar I Kr I Xe I
gd) 0.5)21 0.955 3.581 7.025
g<2) 0.519 0.929 3.643 7.021
g(3) 0.516 0.929 3.615 7.001
K 0.171 0.142 0.444 0.768
Kd) 0.174 0.146 0.146 0.184
K (2> 0.175 0.143 0.168 0.182
Ko> 0.175 0.143 0.158 0.175
Na II K II Rb II Gs II
gU) 0.909 1.444 4.920 9.256
g(2) 0.811 1.434 9.208
g<3) 0.817 1.431
K 0.406 0.355 0.333 0.228
Kd> 0.378 0.355
K (2> 0.395 0.355
k (3) 0.393 0.355
Nfe III Ca III
1.484 2.089
S(2) 2.102
2.039
K 0.700 0.509
K (1) 0.510
K (2> 0.510
K (3) 0.510
TABLE V (cont.)
a See footnote a to Table III.
b (o)The spin-orbit parameter estimate ip ' for Cs II and the exchange
Integral estimate K for Rb II, Gs II and Mg III were computed
from incomplete data sets.
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TABLE VI
SPIN-ORBIT PARAMETERS g AND EXCHANGE INTEGRALS K
OF (p#2s) CONFIGURATION®
C I SI I Ge I Sn I
§d) 0.043 0.191 1.178 2.833
§(2) 0.029 0.189 1.160 2.800
§(3) 0.026 0.183 1.212 2.849
K 0.081 0.246 0.161 0.156
K(i) 0.098 0.200 0.188 0.187
K<2) 0.101 0.201 0.210 0.204
k <3) 0.101 0.202 0.158 0.180
N II P II
5(l) 0.116 0.373
g<2> 0.114 0.365
?(3) 0.111 0.359
K 0.680 0.356
K<1) 0.599 0.321
K<2) 0.600 0.325
K<3) 0.600 0.325
0 III S III Se III
?d) 0.258 0.633 2.917
g(2) 0.253 0.616 2.903
g(3) 0.250 0.613 2.903
K 0.828 0.405 0.449
K d> 0.831 0.385 0.443
k (2) 0.833 0.393 0.451
k (3) 0.833 0.392 0.449
TABLE VI (cont.^
F IV Cl IV
?(1) 0.497 0.995
§(2) 0.385 0.985
§(3) 0.369 0.980
K 0.464 0.588
K<1) 0.501 0.560
k(2) 0.548 0.564
K(3) 0.548 0.566
a See footnote a to Table III.
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K or 5 are considerably larger than normal in a few specific in­
stances. For example, the various estimates of K(p,ls) for Ne I,
Ar I and Kr I agree to within 10cm however, in Xe 1 and Rn I,
differs from or by the rather large margins of
<^ 450 and ~200cm respectively (Table III). Similarly, the various 
estimates of §(p,ls) for 0 III differ by less than 4% whereas 
and for S III are less than 50% of (Table IV). Instabili­
ties in the estimates of K and/or £ usually occur, if at all, only 
for heavy atoms and cations, the Is-levels of S III and the 2s-levels 
of F IV being the most pronounced exceptions among the lighter atoms.
The existence of irregularities of the sort mentioned indicates 
either that the energy levels may be strongly perturbed or, in the 
case of heavy atoms, that the core may be significantly polarized 
by the electron in the virtual Rydberg orbital. Since the values 
of K and | computed from any strongly perturbed energy levels are 
wrong assessments of the "true" values of these parameters, it is 
important to be able to detect such energy level perturbations.
Studies of a large variety of atomic systems indicate that 
electrostatic and spin-orbit parameters are smooth, monotonic 
functions of the nuclear charge increment within an isoelectronic
3
series. Graphical representations of such functional relations 
are useful for detecting perturbations of the corresponding energy 
levels.^ Figure 2 provides a plot of 5 ^  versus the net charge 
Z of the atomic species from whose ground state levels was 
computed. Of the six isoelectronic series displayed in Figure 2, 
those of F I, Cl I and Br I possess a (p3) ground state configuration;
Figure 2. A plot of the spin-orbit parameter § ^ ( i n  kK) versus
the net charge Z of the atomic species from whose ground 
state levels was computed. Points corresponding to
the spin-orbit parameter estimate are labelled by
the symbol O . A solid and dashed line connects 
isoelectronic series of (p^ns) and (p,ns) configuration, 
respectively. The symbol □ and ■ is used to denote a 
deviant and/or value obtained from the (p"*,ls),
(p,ls) and (p"*,2s), (p,2s) configuration, respectively.
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and those of B I, A1 I and 6a I possess a (p) ground state configurfe-
(2) (3}
tion. Values of g and 5 » as estimated from the excited energy
levels of the same species for net charge of Z-l, are also plotted
in Figure 2 for those cases for which the g ^  and/or g ^
values differ from g ^  by at least 40cm Values of g ^  for
several atoms and Ions which are not Included in Tables III-VI are
plotted in Figure 2 in order to complete or extend the individual
(3)isoelectronic series. Figure 3 provides a plot of K versus Z 
for the (p^ls) and (p,ls) configurations, and Figure 4 constitutes 
an analogous plot for the (p^,2s) and (p,2s) configurations.
Figure 2 indicates that g^^ increases smoothly with Z. The
increase of g ^  with Z is nearly quadratic in the B I and F I
series, nearly linear in the 6a I and Br I series, and somewhat 
intermediate in the A1 I and Cl I series. Figures 3 and 4 indicate
(3)
that K increases linearly with Z.
Three points, those for N II, S III and Se III, are strongly
(3%
deviant from the "normal11 behavior of the K ' versus Z behavior
of Figure 3. In the case of S III and Se III, the anomalously
low values of K(p,ls) are accompanied by a large discrepancy
between g ^  and the values of g ^  and g ^  —  these latter being
estimated from the (p,ls) configuration of S III and Se III. Since
no such discrepancies are observed for the K and g estimates obtained
from the (p,2s) configurations of S III and Se III, it seems safe
to conclude that the (p,ls) - levels of both S III and Se III are
strongly perturbed. Indeed, one may estimate from Figure 3 that
-1
the proper values of K(p,ls) should be ~1300 and ~1200cm for S III 
and Se III, respectively.
Figure 3. A plot of the exchange integral estimate K ^ ( i n  kK) 
for the (p^ls) and (p,ls) configurations versus the 
net charge Z of the atomic species. A solid and dashed 
line connects isoelectronic series of (p^ls) and 
(p,ls) configuration, respectively. The exchange 
integral estimate of those atomic species for which 
a complete data set was not available is labelled 
by the symbol -O- .
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Figure 4. A plot of the exchange Integral estimate K '(in kK) 
for the (p^ ,2s) and (p,2s) configurations versus the 
net charge Z of the atomic species. A solid and dashed 
line connects isoelectronic series of (p^,2s) and 
(p,2s) configuration, respectively. The exchange 
Integral estimate of those atomic species for which 
a complete data set was not available is labelled 
by the symbol -o-.
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For N II, however, the differences of g ^ \  g^^ and are
less than 10%, whereas all estimates of K(p,ls) are ~200 times
12
smaller than that deduced from Figure 3. Hosoya, noting this 
same deviancy, explains it on a basis of a strong mixing of the 
(p,ls) configuration with nearby, excited intravalence configurations. 
However, in view of the peculiarities noted above, possible mia- 
assignment of the N II spectrum should be considered further.
Comparison of Figures 2 and 3 suggests that the K(p,ls) 
estimates for C I, 0 III, K II, As II and Br IV. may be ~10-20% in 
error relative to their "true" values. It is also apparent from
(Vi
Figure 4 that the Kv ' estimate for F IV equals only ~50% of the 
expected value of K(p,2s) for this system; and, again, g ^  and g ^  
for the (p,2s) configuration are significantly lower than the 
corresponding value of g ^ .
A lack of suitable experimental data inhibits the study of
a.L L
sufficiently long isoelectronic series for atoms of the 4=^ and 5—  
periodic rows. Consequently, while Tables III-VI indicate that 
some estimates of K for the 4— and ^ r o w s  may not be reliable, 
it is not possible to draw any very definite conclusions about 
the extent of deviance in this particular case. Indeed, the data 
of Tables III-VI, while rather complete within specific periodic 
groups, merely emphasizes the need to deduce the "proper" behavior 
of K and g along all periodic groups.
MOLECULAR (tt3 .1ct> CONFIGURATIONS
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Among those molecules which display absorptive Rydberg exclta-
3
tions which terminate on levels of a (tt ,na) configuration, the 
linear monohalides are best suited to the present study. Firstly, 
for hydrogen halides (HX and DX, X = Cl, Br and I), reliable experi­
mental energies E^, a = 1, 2, 3 and 4,*^ and relatively accurate 
FES values of the cationic doublet separations^^ are available. In 
addition, a less complete but still useful data set exists for the 
cyanogen h a l i d e s m o r e o v e r ,  PES and VUV studies suggest that
the necessary completed data set can be generated for the cyanogen
18 19
halides (and, also, for the acetylene halides). * Secondly, the 
lowest-energy Rydberg la-orbital appears to be a very slightly 
distorted Is Rydberg AO localized on the halide atom; and, similarly, 
the tt-MO in these molecules may be considered to be a p-AO which is
Q
somewhat perturbed by the axial field. Thus, the estimated values 
of 5(tt) and X(TT,la) may be compared with their atomic analogs, §(p) 
and K(p,ls). Thirdly, a considerable body of experimental data
3
leads to the inference that the (tt , na) configuration, even for
the lowest lo-MO, is rather mildly perturbed by substituent fields
5 7of symmetry lower than C . * For this reason, a variety of low 
symmetry monohalides may be treated within a primitive C symmetry.
Consequently, the methyl halides, for which good data sets are
20 21
available, * fall within the purview of the linear halides.
Values of |(tt) and K(TT,la) that are evaluated from the levels of 
the (n^,la) configuration in HX and DX, X = Cl, Br and If and
in CH3Br, CD3Br, CH3I and CD3I are collected in Table VII. This
Table also contains somewhat more qualitative estimates of K and |
for CH3&  and CD3C1, molecules for which only the Eg and levels
20have so far been identified.
GENERAL; The § and K estimates of Table VII exhibit a pattern 
which is quite similar to that of the atoms; the spin-orbit para­
meter § increases strongly with the atomic number of the halogen 
atom, whereas the exchange integral K remains fairly constant within 
the whole halide sequence. The variance of the individual estimates 
of I* and K is not significant in view of the accuracy inherent in 
the primary experimental data. In addition, the differences between 
5 and K values for related per-protonated and per-deuterated 
species are well within the error limits imposed by uncertainties 
in the experimental data; as such, these should not be construed 
to be "real" effects.
Values of K and ? for the cyanogen halides CNX, X = Cl, Br and
22I and for several unbranched alkyl iodides I (m = 1, 2,...,
are presented in Table VIII. Since only the energies Eg and E^ of 
the ls-Rydberg manifold are available for these molecules, the 
computed values of K are less reliable than those of Table VII.
The cyanogen halide data confirm the relative invariance of the 
exchange integrals to change of the halogen center. The values of 
for CNX are smaller than those for the corresponding methyl 
halide and are indicative of a considerable degree of ti^ MO de­
localization away from the halogen center in CNX. This delocaliza­
tion of the rr-MO also provides an explanation for the decrease of
TABLE VII
SPIN-ORBIT PARAMETERS g AND EXCHANGE INTEGRALS K
OF (tt3, la) CONFIGURATION3
HC1 DC1 HBr DBr HI DI
5(1> 0.323 0.323 1.331 1.331 2.702 2.702
0.325 0.318 1.279 1.272 2.508 2.502
s(3) 0.321 0.315 1.271 1.267 2.514 2.513
K 1.634 1.375 1.229 1.211 1.176 1.177
K (i) 1.134 1.142 1.138 1.124 1.098 1.101
R(2) 1.133 1.143 1.166 1.155 1.202 1.209
k (3) 1.134 1.143 1.168 1.157 1.197 1.201
CH3CI CD3C1 CH3Br CD3Br ch3i cd3i
5(1) 0.340 0.340 1.270 1.366 2.530 2.530
?(2) 1.378 1.273 2.400 2.393
gO) 1.389 1.287 2.399 2.388
K 0.450 0.488 0.668 0.691 0.565 0.615
K(i) 0.753 0.659 0.508 0.546
K(2) 0.686 0.713 0.532 0.572
R(3) 0.678 0.703 0.532 0.573
3 See footnote a to Table III.
TABLE VIII
SPIN-ORBIT PARAMETERS g  AND EXCHANGE INTEGRALS K FOR THE (tt3 .1ct)
CONFIGURATION OF CYANOGEN HALIDES AND ALKYL IODIDES8
(a) CYANOGEN HALIDES
CNC1 CNBr CNI
S(X) 0.11 0.74 2.20
K 0.56 0.81 0.64
(b) ALKYL IODIDES
ch3i C2H5I W W S 8!!1
jd) 2.53 2.35 2.33 2.27 2.25
K 0.54 0.34 0.50 0.76 0.67
a See footnote a to Table III.
5 ^  which occurs as the alkyl group, gets larger. Despite
considerable irregularity of trends in the value of K within the 
alkyl iodide sequence —  irregularities no doubt attributable to 
experimental uncertainties —  the exchange integrals do tend to 
increase with increasing size of the alkyl group. The magnitude of 
substituent effects on both § and K is also shown in Table IX, 
where the spin-orbit parameters and the exchange integrals are 
compared within the sequences HX, CH^X and CNX for X = Cl, Br and 
I.
DEVIATIONS: The spin-orbit parameters of the hydrogen halide and 
the methyl halide with a common halogen atom are very close in 
value; they are, however, somewhat smaller than § for the correspond­
ing rare-gas or halogen atom = 0.587, 2.457 and 5.069kK for
Cl I, Br I and I I, respectively. Assuming that the isoelectronic 
correlations of Figure 2 are extrapolable to molecules, the above 
observations suggest a considerable accumulation of negative charge 
on the halogen center.
The exchange integral K for HX is nearly twice as large as 
that for the corresponding CH^X molecule while the value of K for 
the corresponding rare gas is intermediate to both:
^  > K rare gas > K CH X * Assuming, again, that the K versus Z 
correlations of Figure 3 are extrapolable to molecular data, we 
are forced to conclude that negative charge accumulates in the 
halogen atom region in the methyl halides, whereas, in the hydrogen 
halides, the halogen atom carries a postive charge larger than 
one atomic unit.
TABLE IX
THE EFFECT OF SUBSTITUENT OM VALUES OF g AND K 
FOR A NUMBER OF SIMPLE HALIDES a
HC1 CHgCl CNC1
0.32 0.34 0.11
K 1.14 0.47 0.56
HBr CH3Br CNBr
1.33 1.32 0,74
K 1.15 0.70 0.81
HI ch3i CNI
?u> 2.70 2.53 2.20
K 1.17 0.54 0.64
a See footnote a to Table III.
The contradictory conclusions which have been deduced from the 
application of the ? ~ Z and K ~  Z atomic correlations to molecular 
spin-orbit and exchange integrals would seem to discredit any such 
approach. However, further speculations indicate that the atomic 
correlations may still be applicable if some care is exercised in 
the interpretation of the ordering parameter Z. The magnitude of 
§(n) is primarily determined by the inner part of the p-AO. An 
increase in the electron density in the core of the halogen atom 
will produce an increased electronic repulsion which will enlarge 
the "radius" of the p-AO and, hence, reduce its penetration into 
the interior of the core. Consequently, g should be expected to 
decrease.
On the other hand, the magnitude of K(n,la) is primarily de­
termined by the overlap between the p-AO and the ls-AO which, for 
a given ls-AO, is most sensitive to the outer part of the p-AO.
The proton, being located close to the outer-part of the p-shell 
and being a very dense positive charge, may stretch the outer lobe 
of the p-orbital and contract the ls-AO, thus increasing the value 
of K. The net effect is equivalent to making Z, for correlation 
diagram purposes, significantly positive. The methyl group, on 
the other hand, is more distant from the p-shell and has a more 
diffuse distribution of positive charge. Thus it is expected to 
be less efficient than a proton in stretching the outer part of 
the p-AO, and the effects of the accumulated negative charge in the 
core are expected to be dominant in methyl halides.
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THE (tt3 ,1cj) CONFIGURATION OF CH-C1 AND CD3C1
q
The absorption bands associated with excitation of the (rr , lcr) 
configuration of the methyl chlorides^® initiate at 1650&. The 
detailed vibronic analyses of these bands are quite uncertain. ^
The two most intense features in this region of the CH Cl spectrum
-1 23 ^occur at 62540 and 63455cm ; several authors have assigned these
features as the transitions to levels a - 2 and 4, respectively.
An analogous assignment for the corresponding features of the
CD^Cl spectrum (i.e., the 62835 and 63785cm * bands) is implicit in
the acceptance of the CH^Cl assignments; and these, in turn, are in
good accord with the assignments by King^ for CNC1. We refer to
these assignments as Analysis (1).
A number of observations suggest that Analysis (1) may be
incorrect:
— —  An assignment of the 62540cm ^ band of CH^Cl (or the 62835cm *
band of CD^Cl) to the transition to level a * 4 leads to a vibronic
20
analysia of the entire band system which is no less ambiguous 
than that of Analysis (1). We refer to this new assignment as 
Analysis (2).
-— -The intensity ratio of the 62540 and 63455cm * absorption bands
of CH^Cl is ~1. The corresponding ratio for CD^Cl is also ~1. In
3 1HC1 or DC1, where states 2 and 4 are identifiable as II ^ and 11^ , 
respectively, the observed ratio^ is ~l/50, as might be expected 
for an "almost ( A , S )-coupling" case. Hence, the observed intensity 
ratio for CH^Cl and CD^Cl is very different from that which would
be expected on the basis of Analysis (1) and correlation with either 
HC1 or DCl.
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— —  Given Analysis (2) and an implied relatedness of the CE^Cl/
CD^Cl spectra with those of HC1/DC1, one expects level 2 (i.e., the 
3 -1
11^ state) to lie ~1300-1400cm below level 4. Absorptivity of the
proper energy and relative intensity is observed in both CH^Cl
24and CD^Cl and may be assigned as the transition to level 2.
The relative merits of the two alternative assignments will
now be discussed in terms of the correlative characteristics of
the exchange integrals. It follows from Eq.5 that the quantities
AE /? are functions of the single parameter K/? which, in turn, 
ofP
determines the appropriate coupling regime. Specifically, the
limit K/5 = 0 corresponds to (ft,u))-coupling, the limit K/? = »
to (A,E)-coupling and 0«K/?«oo to intermediate (fl,(u/A,I!)-coupling.
The functional dependence of AE^p/2|, P = 2, 3 and 4, on K/2§, as
3
given by Eq. 5, is shown in Figure 5 for the ( tt ,1a) configuration.
The use of the denominator 2§ is a matter of convenience: 2% equals
" ^ 3 / 2  cat* on* c s p l i t t in g  o f the ( tt”*) c o n fig u ra tio n , a
factor which is immediately obtainable from FES data.
Graphical comparison of the experimental and theoretical
estimates of AE /25 should provide a means of detecting either 
aB
3
p e rtu rb a tio n s  o f the ( tt ,1 a )  energy le v e ls  o r m is-assignm ents o f
them. The experimental estimates of AE n/2E and K/2? were
ap
obtained as follows: 2§ was equated to the cationic splitting 
(i.e., 5 = 5^^ of Tables VII-VIII); in view of the relative constancy 
of K(tt,1o) within a given group of monohalides, K was equated to 
the group average (i.e., K = K ).
Figure 5. A plot of AE^p/2?^ versus K / 2 § ^ .  The lines are 
theoretical and are obtained from the equation 
= (*pi - *al) K + (xp2 - xa2) §
+ (xp3 - xa3) {K2 + yx|2 + y2K?}^ 
for a = 1 and (3 = 2, 3 and 4. Points (1) and (2) 
refer to spectroscopic Analyses (1) and (2), respec­
tively (see text).
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The group average of K for the hydrogen halides is K = 1.16kK.
In view of the uncertainty of assignments In the methyl chlorides,
K was obtained for the methyl halide/cyanogen halide group by 
excluding the chloride data from the simple averaging over all per- 
proto and per-deutero derivatives for which data were available; 
the value obtained was K = 0.65kK.
The isotope-averaged values of AE^p/2?^, 0 = 2, 3 and 4, are 
plotted against K / 2 ? ^  in Figure 5 for HC1, HBr, HI, CH^Br and CH^I. 
In the cases of CNI and CNBr where only the separation is known
spectroscopically, the quantity was plotted relative to
the theoretical curve for 3 = 2  instead of 3 = 1 (i.e., the zero 
ordinate). All experimental points, with the exception of those for 
methyl chloride, lie in close proximity to the calculated locations.
As a result, we may assert that the attitudes inherent in the evalu­
ation of the quantities AE^/2§ ^  are correct.
Assignment (1) for CH^Cl and CD^Cl yields = 915 and 950cm *
respectively. The corresponding point, denoted "(1)" on Figure 5, 
does not lie on the theoretical curve 3 = 4 .  Assignment (2) yields 
AE24 1350cm  ^and the corresponding point, denoted "(2)" on Figure 
5, does lie on the curve 3 = 4 .
The analysis of Figure 5 vindicates the spectroscopic level
3
assignments fo r  the ( tt ,1 a) c o n fig u ra tio n s  o f a l l  hydrogen h a lid e s
and methyl halides except methyl chloride. In this instance, it is
suggested that either Analysis (1) is incorrect and Analysis (2) is
3
correct; or that Analysis (1 )  is correct, that the ( tt ,1 o)  config­
uration is strongly perturbed, presumably by extra-configurational 
interactions, and that these perturbations produce the anomalous
origin intensities and origin separations which acceptance of 
Analysis (1) implies.
CONCLUSIONS
5 3The results of this work for (p ,ns), (p,ns) and (tt ,no) atomic
and molecular electronic configurations may be synopsized as follows
(i) The exchange integral K(p,ns) decreases rapidly with in­
creasing n. For neutral and singly-ionized species K(p,ls) usually 
lies in the l500-500cm * range whereas K(p,2s), which lies in the 
150-350cm 1 range, is considerably smaller. The available data for 
(p^,3s) and (p,3s) configurations, while meagre, indicate that
K(p,3s) <100cm For example, the values of K(p,3s) for a repre**
-I -1sentative number of systems are Si I: 83cm ; P II: 42cm ; Ne I: 
68cm and Ar I: 73cm *.
(ii) Intravalence shell exchange integrals, K(p,s), are
3
typically of the order of several electron volts ; similar values
are also characteristic of molecular intravalence exchange integrals 
25of the same type. Thus, K(p,ls) is typically an order of magni­
tude less than K(p,s).
(iii) Rydberg states, even those for quite light atoms, pro­
gress rapidly with increasing n to a (J,j)-coupling extreme. This 
progression is characterized by the rate at which K/£ approaches 
zero. Similar statements apply to molecules.
(iv) In the case of Rydberg states, the component Tg(R^r5 )
of Eq. 3 represents a small fraction of the total term value T .
Consequently, given the absence of large perturbations wna» the
equivalence T = T _ is valid within an ~5% error limit for n = 1 nor no?
and is essentially exact for n ^ 2. By contrast, in the case of
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Intravalence excited states, the exchange energies may be consider­
ably larger than the one-electron part T _  .na
(v) The accuracy with which an (N + l)-electron function may 
be decomposed into an N-electron core part and a one-electron 
virtual part is primarily determined by the magnitudes of exchange 
interactions. The small values of K(p,ls) suggest that such a 
decomposition is quite acceptable for n = 1 and that it rapidly 
becomes exact as n increases.
(vi) The exchange energy, K(p,ns) or K(TT,ncj), is essentially 
constant within an isochromophoric group (e.g., the rare gases), 
whether atomic, ionic or molecular. On the other hand, the spin- 
orbit coupling parameters vary significantly, but smoothly, within 
such groups.
(vii) Because of Item (vi) and the inequivalence of Item (iv),
namely I T (R ,3 ) I «  T > the correlations of Eq. 2 for the 
1 a ~n ~n 1 njp
experimental term values T ^  acquires justification.
(viii) The discussion of the methyl halide spectra emphasizes 
the part which exchange and spin-orbit considerations may play in 
the assignment of molecular Rydberg spectra. Indeed, there is no 
reason to suppose that this role will be any less important than 
that for atomic systems.
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